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A B S T R A C T

The fields of biologically inspired artificial intelligence, neuroscience,
and psychology have had exciting influences on each other over the
past decades. Especially recently, with the increased popularity and
success of artificial neural networks (ANNs), ANNs have enjoyed fre-
quent use as models for brain function. However, there are still many
disparities between the implementation, algorithms, and learning en-
vironment used for deep learning and those employed by the brain,
which is reflected in their differing abilities. I first briefly introduce
ANNs and survey the differences and similarities between them and
the brain. I then make a case for designing the learning environment
of ANNs to be more similar to that in which brains learn, namely
by allowing them to actively interact with the world and decreasing
the amount of external supervision. To implement this sensorimo-
tor learning in an artificial agent, I use deep reinforcement learning,
which I will also briefly introduce and compare to learning in the
brain.

In the research presented in this dissertation, I focus on testing the
hypothesis that the learning environment matters and that learning
in an embodied way leads to acquiring different representations of
the world. We first tested this on human subjects, comparing spatial
knowledge acquisition in virtual reality to learning from an interac-
tive map. The corresponding two publications are complemented by
a methods paper describing eye tracking in virtual reality as a help-
ful tool in this type of research. After demonstrating that subjects do
indeed learn different spatial knowledge in the two conditions, we
test whether this transfers to artificial agents. Two further publica-
tions show that an ANN learning through interaction learns signifi-
cantly different representations of the sensory input than ANNs that
learn without interaction. We also demonstrate that through end-to-
end sensorimotor learning, an ANN can learn visually-guided motor
control and navigation behavior in a complex 3D maze environment
without any external supervision using curiosity as an intrinsic re-
ward signal. The learned representations are sparse, encode mean-
ingful, action-oriented information about the environment, and can
perform few-shot object recognition despite not knowing any labeled
data beforehand. Overall, I make a case for increasing the realism of
the computational tasks ANNs need to solve (largely self-supervised,
sensorimotor learning) to improve some of their shortcomings and
make them better models of the brain.
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And, when you want something, all the universe conspires
in helping you to achieve it.

King of Salem, The Alchemist — (Coelho, 1998)
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Part I

I N T R O D U C T I O N A N D B A C K G R O U N D
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1

Even though AI
outperforms us on
many challenging
tasks such as
playing chess, there
is currently no AI
that can match the
general capabilities
of a toddler.

To give AI more
human-like
capabilities, we
could give them
stronger inductive
biases that resemble
ours.

There are several
levels on which
current AI
algorithms could
incorporate more
biological inductive
biases and learning
mechanisms.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

"Instead of trying to produce a program to simulate the adult mind, why
not rather try to produce one which simulates the childs? If this were then
subjected to an appropriate course of education one would obtain the adult

brain."

— Computing Machinery and Intelligence (Turing, 1950)

Over the history of artificial intelligence research, one strange
phenomenon emerged: It seems easier to teach machines tasks that
are deemed very intellectually challenging, such as multiplying large
numbers or playing chess, than to teach them basic skills any tod-
dler possesses and adults perform without consciously thinking, such
as action and perception. This is also known as Moravec’s paradox
(Moravec, 1988). All the abilities that five-year-old children already
have, like visually guided motor behavior, general problem-solving
abilities, language understanding, or theory of mind, seem to be locked
away from current artificial intelligence systems. To date, there is no
general AI system that comes even remotely close to the broad intel-
ligence and general abilities of a human (Hole and Ahmad, 2021).

The no-free-lunch theorem states that averaged over all possible
data-generating distributions, every classification algorithm has the
same error rate when classifying previously unobserved points (Wolpert
and Macready, 1997). Therefore, to generalize well on a specific set
of tasks, there always has to be some inductive bias (Mitchell, 1980).
If we want to solve similar tasks to the ones that humans solve well,
such as vision or motor control, it is reasonable to start with an in-
ductive bias similar to the one used in the brain.

How learning and information processing in the brain is defined
and constrained is still unclear. However, the knowledge we do have
can help inform how the ideal artificial learning system should be
designed to match or supersede human abilities. Since the induc-
tive biases of humans and other intelligent species are encoded in
a relatively small genome, this information bottleneck suggests that
a few rules might underlie the brains optimized learning structures
and that they could be applied to machine learning to facilitate more
"human-like," fast learning (Zador, 2019).

Hole and Ahmad (2021) argue that further breakthroughs on the
path to artificial general intelligence (AGI) will not originate sim-
ply from engineering tricks alone but require more brain-like mecha-
nisms in AI algorithms. They make the case that it is crucial to look
at neuroscientific evidence about the neocortex when designing in-
telligent machines. Sinz et al. (2019) argue along similar lines and
propose three elements that could help give ANNs an inductive bias
more suitable for general intelligence: Training on multiple tasks, op-
timizing ANN representations to be similar to encodings of the brain,

3
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4 introduction

The inductive biases
and principles of the
brain may be simple

but give rise to
complex behavior.

I will focus on the
computational level

of information
processing, which is

the computational
problem that needs

to be solved.

I will also
summarize

similarities and
differences between

the brain and ANNs
on the level of

implementation and
algorithm.

and using network architectures with more structural similarity to
the brain.

Sinz et al. (2019) point out that the processing power of ANNs
is not their limiting factor and that simply making them larger and
using more extensive datasets might ultimately be a dead end. The
brain seems to implement more useful inductive biases to obtain the
general and robust abilities on many tasks and stimulus distributions
we know from even small children. Ultimately the way to more gen-
erally intelligent systems may be to add better inductive biases in the
form of architecture, learning rules, and learning environment (Sinz
et al., 2019).

Similarly, Richards et al. (2019) propose that using three concepts
from AI as a framework could help understand the brain: architec-
tures, learning rules, and objective functions. These three factors, com-
bined with a rich and informative environment, can lead to learning
very complex representations and behavior. This optimization-based
framework may be better than using explicit models on a circuit level
and coming up with human interpretable processes. They argue that
one can view "neural responses as an emergent consequence of the inter-
play between objective functions, learning rules and architecture" (Richards
et al., 2019, p.1764).

These three aspects align nicely with the three levels of understand-
ing information processing proposed by David Marr: Hardware im-
plementation, representation and algorithm, and computational the-
ory (Marr, 2010; Richards et al., 2019). This dissertation will focus
on the importance of looking at Marr’s highest level on which infor-
mation processing must be understood; the computational level. This
level deals with the computational task and how a system can solve
it. Marr describes the importance of this level the following way:

"Although algorithms and mechanisms are empirically more accessible, it
is the top level, the level of computational theory, which is critically impor-
tant from an information-processing point of view. The reason for this is that
the nature of the computations that underlie perception depends more upon
the computational problems that have to be solved than upon the particular
hardware in which their solutions are implemented. To phrase the matter
another way, an algorithm is likely to be understood more readily by un-
derstanding the nature of the problem being solved than by examining the
mechanism (and the hardware) in which it is embodied.

In a similar vein, trying to understand perception by studying only neu-
rons is like trying to understand bird flight by studying only feathers: It just
cannot be done. In order to understand bird flight, we have to understand
aerodynamics; only then do the structure of feathers and the different shapes
of birds’ wings make sense." (Marr, 2010, Chapter 1, p.27)

The level of representation and algorithm and the level of hard-
ware implementation enjoy a lot of interest in the literature on bio-
logically inspired machine learning. As these aspects are, of course,
also relevant in the big picture, I will shortly summarize them in the
following background sections. In each chapter, I will emphasize the
overlap and the differences between biological and artificial learning
systems.
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introduction 5

Letting AI systems
learn more like
children learn could
also lead to more
capabilities as we
know them from
children.

I focus on the effect
of embodied learning
with little to no
external supervision
and argue that this
has a large influence
on what is being
learned.

However, much work on making ANNs realistic models of cogni-
tive function focuses on these lower-level aspects and disregards the
learning environment and task (Pulvermüller et al., 2021). Even the
work that does focus on making data sets more ecological still implies
a very unnatural way of learning, namely fully supervised learning
from a labeled dataset of static images (Mehrer et al., 2021). I argue
that changing the learning setup to be more natural can lead to learn-
ing vastly different representations and skills.

To make new breakthroughs in artificial intelligence and to achieve
more child-like learning capabilities, it may be helpful to take inspira-
tion from what is known about learning in children, particularly the
field of developmental psychology (Smith and Slone, 2017). There-
fore, I will present several aspects of learning in children that are
very different or completely disregarded in artificial learning sys-
tems. Among these are embodied learning through interaction, self-
supervised learning through prediction and curiosity, and gradually
acquiring knowledge that can build on itself and generalize to various
skills.

In the included publications, I will first look at the effect of one
of these aspects, embodiment, on learning in humans. Then, after
demonstrating the effect that embodiment has on spatial knowledge
acquisition, I take this and several other aspects and apply them to
artificial neural networks. I show that ANNs that learn through curi-
ous, self-supervised interaction with the world learn different repre-
sentations than conventionally trained ANNs. These representations
are sparse and robustly encode action-relevant aspects of the envi-
ronment. Additionally, the representations can be used to efficiently
learn a new task such as object recognition with very few labeled ex-
amples. Overall, I demonstrate the effect that task and environment
have on learning and argue for more realistic training of artificial
learning systems to reach more human-like capabilities.
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2

Deep learning is a
way of
approximating the
underlying function
in a data set using
ANNs.

If the target outputs
corresponding to the
inputs are available
in a dataset,
supervised learning
can be used.

The perceptron is a
single processing
unit, taking multiple
inputs and
returning a binary
ouput.

D E E P L E A R N I N G - F O U N D AT I O N S

Ptolemy (king of Egypt): Is there no shorter road to geometry
than studying your 13 books ’The Elements’?

Euclid (greek mathematician): There is no royal road to geometry.

— (Proclus, 1992)

In deep learning, artificial neural networks (ANN) are used as
function approximators to model the input-output relationship of a
given data set. The data set is usually a set of input-output pairs {(x0,
y0), (x1,y1), ..., (xn,yn)} which is used to train a model parameter-
ized by θ. For example, a dataset may contain a collection of images
as input x and corresponding labels of the image content as the target
output y.

The mapping is inferred from the data provided instead of being
manually implemented using a rule-based approach. The goal is to
approximate a mapping from x to ŷ that minimizes the difference be-
tween the approximated output ŷ and the target output y. This means
to adapt parameters θ such that f(x, θ) ≈ f∗(x) = y using inputs x and
target outputs y. Using an ANN to model this relationship makes it
possible to generalize to new, previously unseen data. This ability to
generalize gives the ANN the edge over using more straightforward
solutions such as a look-up table of the data.

Input
x

ANN
θ

Output
ŷ loss

Target
y

Figure 1: The learning setup.

When the training data contains input-output mappings, this is
called a labeled dataset. Using a labeled dataset for training a model is
known as supervised learning. If such a dataset is not available, semi-
supervised learning or unsupervised learning can be used. For instance,
the data structure of an unlabeled dataset can be learned by reusing
the input data X as the target outputs Y. This is, for example, done
when training an autoencoder (Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006).

2.1 the perceptron

The perceptron is a computational unit introduced by Rosenblatt
(1958). The output of a perceptron is defined as

ŷ = stepF(

m∑
i=1

xiWi + b) (1)

where stepF is a step function with value one if xT ·w+ b > 0 and
zero otherwise. The step function is applied to the weighted sum of

7
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8 deep learning - foundations

For deep learning,
multiple perceptrons

are grouped into a
layer. These layers

can, in turn, be
stacked, making the

network "deep".

The output of an
MLP is the weighted

sum of the input,
transformed by the
activation function

for each layer.

the inputs. The value of these weights W determines how the input of
the perceptron is transformed such that they fall either above or below
the threshold of the step function. b is the bias term and can shift the
transformed data and thereby the decision boundary (Bishop, 2006;
Rosenblatt, 1958).

∑x0 w0

x1 w1

x2 w2

x3
w3

ŷ

bias

Figure 2: The perceptron implements a weighted sum of inputs, gated by a
step function. A bias term can shift the entire weighted sum.

2.2 the multilayer perceptron (mlp)

The multilayer perceptron (MLP) takes the idea of a perceptron one
step further by arranging multiple perceptrons (also called neurons)
in a layer. These layers can then be concatenated. The first layer is
called the input layer, where each neuron represents one element out
of the input vector x. The following layers are called hidden layers and
are responsible for the information processing. The last layer is the
output layer, it’s activations should approximate y. Two consecutive
layers are connected by a weight matrix W which specifies the weight
between each neuron pair of the two layers.

x0
x1
x2

σ0
∑
σ1

∑
σ2

∑
σ3

∑
σ4

∑

Win Wout

bin

bout

ŷ
∑

input
hidden

layer output

Figure 3: The Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) combines multiple perceptrons
into a layer. Multiple layers can be stacked before the final output
is computed. The connectivity between two successive layers is
defined by a weight matrix.

The output of an MLP with one hidden layer connected to the
input layer with Win and to the output layer with weights Wout is
therefore
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2.2 the multilayer perceptron (mlp) 9

Deep neural
networks can
approximate any
continuous function.

The ANN learns by
using the gradient of
the loss to adapt its
network parameters.

To update the
network parameters,
the gradient of the
loss (multiplied by a
learning rate) is
subtracted from the
parameters.

ŷ = σ(σ(

wsout−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
xT ·Win + bin)︸ ︷︷ ︸
actout−1

·Wout + bout). (2)

Calculating ŷ from the input is also called a forward pass. The step
function of the perceptron is now replaced by a non-linear, differen-
tiable activation function (for example a sigmoid function σ). Using
at least one hidden layer with a bounded, non-polynomial activation
function (such as the sigmoid function) makes the MLP a universal
function approximator (Cybenko, 1989; Hornik, 1991; Leshno et al.,
1993). Making the activation function differentiable also allows for
calculating a gradient of the loss using partial derivatives and using
this gradient for learning.

The loss can be defined as the mean squared error between the net-
work output ŷ and the target y. Error-backpropagation can be used to
calculate the gradient of this loss with respect to the network parame-
tersW (Rumelhart, Hinton, and Williams, 1986). Starting with the last
layer, the partial derivatives of the neuron activations are calculated
with respect to their incoming weights and then used to calculate
the partial derivatives of the previous layer. This is also called a back-
ward pass and solves the credit-assignment problem, namely which
weights should be updated how much to improve the performance
of the whole network.

Backpropagation uses the chain rule of calculus to efficiently calcu-
late the partial derivative of the loss with respect to the weights of
the last layer Wout (Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville, 2016).

∂loss

∂Wout
=
∂loss

∂ŷ

∂ŷ

∂wsout

∂wsout

∂Wout
= f ′(ŷ)f ′(wsout)f

′(Wout) (3)

Where wsout is the weighted sum actout−1 ·wout + bout before
applying the activation function and ŷ is σ(wsout). actout−1 are the
activations of the neurons in the previous layer after applying the
activation function.

The partial derivative of the weights in the previous layer Wout−1
(in a network with one hidden layer, this would be Win) then reuses
the first two partial derivatives of equation 3.

∂loss

∂Wout
=
∂loss

∂ŷ

∂ŷ

∂wsout

∂wsout

∂actout−1

∂actout−1
∂wsout−1

∂wsout−1
∂Wout−1

(4)

This method is repeated for any additional layers as well as the
biases. The calculated gradient indicates the direction in parameter
space into which the error increases the most. To improve the net-
work, the parameters W need to be updated in the opposite direction
performing gradient descent. This is done by subtracting the gradient
(partial derivative) of layer l multiplied with a learning rate α from the
corresponding weights Wl of the layer.
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CNNs are often used
for image processing

as they make
efficient use of the

image structure.

CNNs share the
same parameters by
using small kernels

that are moved
across the input

space.

Wl =Wl −α
∂loss

∂Wl
(5)

Usually, updates are performed on a batch of data points which is a
random subset of the entire dataset. This procedure is called stochas-
tic gradient descend (SGD) and is done for all layers and for weights
and biases alike. In practice, small tricks in the optimization are often
used, such as adding momentum to accelerate learning and avoid get-
ting stuck in a local optimum (Sutskever et al., 2013). Other advanced
optimizers add a parameter-wise, adaptive learning rate to make big-
ger or smaller updates of the weights as needed (Duchi, Hazan, and
Singer, 2011; Kingma and Ba, 2014; Zeiler, 2012).

2.3 convolutional neural networks (cnns)
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Figure 4: A convolutional layer in a CNN consists of several kernels that
move over the input and extract features into a feature map. This
feature map can then be reduced in size using a pooling operation.

CNNs are a specific type of ANNs, containing at least one convo-
lutional layer. The convolutional layer is an efficient way to dealing
with data such as images or time series because it makes use of their
gridlike structure (Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville, 2016).

As shown in figure 4, a convolutional layer usually consists of sev-
eral kernels that extract feature maps from their input. This is the con-
volutional operation, and it is followed by applying a non-linear acti-
vation function to the kernel outputs. The last operation of a convolu-
tional layer is called pooling where multiple neighboring features are
combined into one, for example, by taking their maximum or aver-
age value. This shrinks down the layer output size and leads to some
translation invariance (Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville, 2016).

The kernels usually have a smaller size than the input, which
means they will be moved across the input until they have covered
it all. The kernel processes the input at each position by multiplying
it with its weights and calculating a sum, similarly to how it is done
in the fully connected MLP. The weighted sum is then added as one
element in the resulting feature map. The difference to the fully con-
nected layer is that when the kernel is moved to the next neighboring
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RNNs have neurons
that connect to
themselves and take
into account
previous activations.
This allows a form of
memory.

input patch, it uses the same weights as previously. This means that
much fewer weights need to be learned.

For example, a kernel that processes patches of 3x3 pixels would
have nine weights (and one bias) that are moved across the whole
image. If the size of the image increases, the number of weights stays
the same. However, if a fully connected layer would be used, the num-
ber of weights is the image heightxwidthxchannelsxnextlayersize,
which can quickly explode with larger images. The convolutional ker-
nel solves this problem by sharing its weights and applying the same
pattern detector to every part of the image (Bishop, 2006).

2.4 outlook

ANNs can also incorporate a time component by performing trans-
formations of the input over multiple time steps. Those kinds of net-
works are called recurrent neural networks (RNNs) because the connec-
tivity of their neurons involves recurrent connections. This means that
a neuron can connect to itself and thereby influence its future state
by its current state. Based on this principle, more complex forms of
memory can be encoded, for instance by learning a gating that de-
cides which information should stay in memory and which should
be forgotten as is done in the long short term memory (LSTM) architec-
ture (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997).

Countless other architectural decisions can be made for modeling
different types of data. For instance, one can use attentional mech-
anisms to selectively "attend to" and process relevant parts of the
input (Vaswani et al., 2017; Veličković et al., 2017). Feed-forward lay-
ers also do not need to be fully connected. Sparse connectivity (either
by defining sparse weights or by applying dropout, zeroing out a ran-
dom subset of weights in each update) between two layers can lead to
more noise robustness and generalization (Ahmad and Scheinkman,
2019; Srivastava et al., 2014). Additionally, regularization and normal-
ization can be applied to further improve generalization and stabi-
lize learning (Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville, 2016). Overall, deep
learning is a very active field of research with many promising di-
rections such as unsupervised representation learning, language pro-
cessing, complex reasoning, combinations with reinforcement learn-
ing and recurrent processes, and many others (Lecun, Bengio, and
Hinton, 2015).
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ANNs draw from
some biological
principles but still
have many
differences to brains
in their
implementation,
algorithm, and
computational
abilities.

Artificial neurons
are a highly
simplified version of
biological neurons.

A N N S A S A M O D E L O F T H E B R A I N ?

“BEWARE THE PREACHERS
Beware the Knowers.”

— The Genius of the Crowd (Bukowski, 1966)

The fields of machine learning and neuroscience have had decades
of interactions and bidirectional influences on each other. Neverthe-
less, there are still many differences between biological motivated ma-
chine learning methods and the brain (Cox and Dean, 2014; Gerven,
2017; Hole and Ahmad, 2021; Kriegeskorte, 2015; Lake et al., 2017;
Marblestone, Wayne, and Körding, 2016; Marcus, 2018; Pulvermüller
et al., 2021; Smith and Slone, 2017). Richards et al. (2019) argue that
artificial models of the brain should fulfill the following criteria: Be
able to solve complex tasks that brains can solve, incorporate knowl-
edge about the brain’s anatomy and plasticity, and learn representa-
tions similar to those found in the brain. Unfortunately, ANNs are
still falling short on all of these fronts. This chapter will review some
of the current similarities and differences as well as the challenges
of today’s deep learning implementations and possible biologically
inspired solutions.

3.1 similarities and difference on the architectural

and algorithmic levels

3.1.1 The Neuron

Although properties of biological neurons initially inspired the per-
ceptron (Rosenblatt, 1958) the comparison of the artificial neuron to
the biological neuron is highly simplified. Biological neurons have
a much more complex and versatile structure, such that a single bi-
ological neuron can perform sophisticated computations on its own
already (London and Häusser, 2005). For example, it takes a two-layer
MLP to roughly predict the firing rate of a pyramidal neuron (Poirazi,
Brannon, and Mel, 2003) and approximately five to eight layers to in-
corporate the effects of multiple NMDA-based synapses and higher
temporal resolution (Beniaguev, Segev, and London, 2021). On the
other hand, it can be argued that an artificial neuron models a pop-
ulation of biological neurons because it can produce continuous out-
put values while the output of a biological neuron is binary (spikes).
However, the biological neuron has more leeway in adjusting the fre-
quency of the binary spikes on a continuous spectrum and encoding
information using precise spike timings and temporal codes (Gerst-
ner et al., 1997). Therefore, comparing artificial neurons to biological
neurons is a strong oversimplification, leaving out many of the prop-
erties of biological neurons.

13
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The complex
structure of

biological neurons,
including dendrites,

leads to a single
neuron being a

powerful
computational unit

by itself.

Similar to ANNs,
the brain’s

input-output
relationships may

also not be
describable with

compact formulas.

Additionally to the differences at the level of the individual neu-
ron model, the neuron population of an ANN is also highly homoge-
neous. The brain’s neurons are very heterogeneous in their structure
and the way they code information (even neurons of the same cell
type) (Cembrowski and Spruston, 2019; Koch and Laurent, 1999). For
example, meta-analyses identified 122 different types of neurons in
the rodent hippocampus alone (Wheeler et al., 2015). For the brain,
this heterogeneity may be an advantageous property, making infor-
mation processing more robust (Perez-Nieves et al., 2020).

Lengler, Jug, and Steger (2013) suggest that robustness, sensitivity,
and information processing efficiency may be further increased by the
unreliability and noisiness of biological neurons. High variability is
often seen as a problem in artificial information transmission systems,
but it may actually be advantageous and an essential feature of the
brain (Lengler, Jug, and Steger, 2013).

The brain’s computational abilities do not only originate from the
connectivity between neurons but also from computations that are
performed within a neuron. The complex structure of the biological
neuron, including dendrites, leads to each neuron being its own com-
putational unit (London and Häusser, 2005). Neuron models that in-
corporate dendrites are, in general, more biologically plausible, and
the effect of NMDA spikes at the dendrites can add important nonlin-
earities in the neuron’s information processing (Major, Larkum, and
Schiller, 2013). Going beyond the point neuron and using more com-
plex neuron models by incorporating dendritic properties can lead
to increased abilities to deal with computational complexity, such as
adding more robustness on a temporal time scale (Leugering, Nieters,
and Pipa, 2020, 2021), modulating activity by different contexts, and
implementing a powerful sequence memory (Hawkins and Ahmad,
2016).

The brain may additionally employ apical dendrites of pyramidal
neurons as a potential solution to the credit assignment problem by
using top-down signals to distinguish credit-related information from
other inputs (Richards and Lillicrap, 2019). Guerguiev, Lillicrap, and
Richards (2017) show that dendritic mechanisms can be applied to
machine learning and help with more biologically plausible credit
assignment that avoids the weight transport problem (for gradient
backpropagation, the backward weights and forward weights need
to be symmetric. More on this in section 3.1.5). Sacramento et al.
(2018) demonstrate that using local dendritic prediction errors can
help solve the credit assignment problem and approximate backprop-
agation. The studies above suggest that working with a more com-
plex, biologically-inspired neuron model can have various computa-
tional benefits.

3.1.2 Number of Parameters and Connectivity

One criticism of ANNs is that they are heavily overparameterized
and do not learn straightforward, human-interpretable rules. How-
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The human brain
still has many more
parameters than
today’s ANNs.

The brain is not just
a feed-forward
network. It includes
many feed-back and
recurrent
connections that
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functions for
cognition.

The brain’s
connectivity is much
more specialized and
sparse than an
ANN, possibly
leading to better
inductive biases for
fast and efficient
learning.

ever, the brain also has a massive amount of parameters, and trying to
find simple computational solutions that can be expressed in a short
formula may be a misleading path in psychology and neuroscience.
Over-parameterized systems have some counterintuitive mathemati-
cal properties that lead to good modeling and generalization of com-
plex input and could be a more likely mechanism behind the impres-
sive capabilities of the brain (Hasson, Nastase, and Goldstein, 2020).

Today’s biggest ANN has 175 billion parameters (Brown et al., 2020)
which, despite pushing current computational limits, is still relatively
small compared to the human brain with an estimated 86 billion
neurons (Azevedo et al., 2009), connected by many more synapses.
Synapses could be roughly comparable to the parameters of an ANN.
The number of synapses in the neocortex alone is estimated to be
around 165 trillion, with an average of 6.900 synapses per neuron
(Tang et al., 2001). This dwarfs the number of parameters of even
large-scale ANNs.

The idea that the brain can be compared to a feed-forward neu-
ral network that processes raw sensory input in the first layers and
successively more complex structures in the higher layers is rather
simplistic. There is a plethora of evidence for top-down effects such
as prediction, imagery, attention, emotion, and task on cognition and
sensory processing (Betz et al., 2010; Dijkstra et al., 2017; Gilbert and
Li, 2013; Moran and Desimone, 1985). The brain uses feed-forward,
feed-back, and recurrent connections (Hupé et al., 1998; Siegel, Körd-
ing, and König, 2000) and Lamme and Roelfsema (2000) even suggest
that the latter are necessary for conscious visual awareness. The activ-
ity of V1 neurons when viewing natural scenes is strongly influenced
by complex network dynamics around them and not just by the sen-
sory input, spike history, or local field potentials suggesting already
rather complex and cross-cortically influenced representations in this
early visual area (Haslinger et al., 2012). Also, on the level of cor-
tical regions, most connections are bidirectional (Felleman and Van
Essen, 1991), and synchronized patterns have been found between
regions, encoding top-down influences on perception (Stein, Chiang,
and König, 2000).

ANN architectures often do not reflect the complex bi-directional,
recurrent and long-range connectivity of the brain. Incorporating re-
current and long-range connections in an ANN in the right way (im-
plementing both gating and bypassing) can significantly improve ob-
ject recognition accuracy while using fewer parameters (Nayebi et
al., 2021). On the other hand, ANNs without recurrent connections
can not sufficiently capture the dynamics of the human visual cortex,
which means that using models with bi-directional information flow
are necessary to model visual processing in the brain (Kietzmann et
al., 2019). Overall, moving away from feed-forward neural network
models by incorporating recurrency has many engineering and mod-
eling advantages (van Bergen and Kriegeskorte, 2020).

Also concerning connectivity sparsity, the connectivity in classical
ANNs is very different from that of the brain (Felleman and Van
Essen, 1991; Pulvermüller et al., 2021). While in most feed-forward
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neural networks, all neurons in one layer connect to all neurons in
the next layer (fully-connected), neurons in the brain only connect to
a small subset of all possible connections they could form.

Overall, the brain’s structural connectivity was optimized over mil-
lions of years of evolution, inducing very good inductive biases to en-
able fast and efficient learning in the type of environment the organ-
ism needs to act in (Zador, 2019). The connectivity matrix of ANNs,
however, contains very little specialized structure, and practitioners
usually initialize the weights randomly, which requires the network
to learn entirely from scratch (Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville,
2016). Thus, taking a look at general principles of the connectivity
of the brain could help induce better inductive biases into ANNs.

One commonality in the learning approach is that the brain, simi-
lar to ANNs, may use only one or a few basic algorithms and building
blocks across the whole cortex to solve many different tasks depend-
ing on the kind of input received. This is, for instance, indicated by
experiments showing that ferrets can learn to see (to a lesser extent)
with the auditory cortex if the auditory cortex gets ’rewired’ shortly
after birth to receive visual input (Melchner, Pallas, and Sur, 2000).
The idea of cortical columns as a repeating structure all over the
neocortex also fits into this principle (Mountcastle, 1997). However,
the cortical column has a much more intricate wiring structure than
building blocks of artificial neural networks and more powerful indi-
vidual modeling abilities (Hawkins, Ahmad, and Cui, 2017).

3.1.3 Activations

Additionally to the sparse connectivity, the brain also has an ex-
tremely high activation sparsity with only a few neurons at a time
selectively responding to complex input patterns (Kloppenburg and
Nawrot, 2014; Olshausen and Field, 2004; Quiroga et al., 2008). Such
a sparse encoding has several advantages such as lowered energy
consumption as well as increased robustness and representational ca-
pacity (Olshausen and Field, 2004) which also translate to ANNs (Ah-
mad and Scheinkman, 2019; Kurtz et al., 2020; Numenta, 2021). Fur-
thermore, optimizing representations for sparsity can be beneficial to
capture natural image statistics efficiently and leads to learning recep-
tive fields similar to those found in mammals (Olshausen and Field,
1996). However, to date, the advantages of sparsity are usually only
implicitly made use of by applying dropout (sparser connectivity)
and the ReLU activation function (sparser activation).

As the gradient calculation in ANNs requires differentiable activa-
tion functions, they produce continuous output values. The brain, on
the other hand, transmits information using discrete spikes, which
can be modeled with Spiking neural networks (SNNs). SNNs have
some beneficial properties, such as being able to determine causal in-
fluence, which helps to approximate gradients locally (Lansdell and
Körding, 2019). Zylberberg, Murphy, and DeWeese (2011) demon-
strated that SNNs learn V1 receptive fields using only local plasticity
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found in the visual
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rules. As summarized by Pfeiffer and Pfeil (2018); even though cur-
rent hardware is not optimized for spiking neural networks, these net-
works can unlock great advantages on neuromorphic hardware such
as more energy- and data-efficient learning based on instantaneous
and local processing of incoming sparse activation bursts. As compu-
tations are event-driven, not much needs to be computed when there
is little activity in the input. Additionally, spiking neural networks
can produce initial output estimates based on incomplete informa-
tion and improve their estimates over time (Pfeiffer and Pfeil, 2018).
This makes them excellent solutions to the kind of real-time problem
solving that brains need to perform on a day-to-day basis.

Due to their mechanics being more suited for continuous input and
output streams, SNNs currently do not perform very well on conven-
tional deep learning benchmarks (Pfeiffer and Pfeil, 2018). However,
as I argue in this dissertation, these benchmarks are somewhat arti-
ficial and probably not the ultimate measure of intelligence. Despite
the benchmarks not being optimal to capture the strengths of SNNs,
recent advances in the field have made deeper SNNs possible and
lifted them to a competitive level on popular visual benchmarks (Sen-
gupta et al., 2019), language and music modeling (Woźniak et al.,
2020). Furthermore, new methods such as backpropagation special-
ized for sparse, spiking neural networks make them more and more
viable alternatives to conventional ANNs with the advantage of in-
creased speed and memory efficiency (Nieves and Goodman, 2021).

Another difference in information processing is that the brain per-
forms many computations in parallel while computations in ANNs
are usually executed serially, and each layer has to wait for the compu-
tations in the previous layer to complete. However, this must not be a
fundamental difference as any parallel computation can be rewritten
to be performed serially (Marr, 2010).

3.1.4 CNNs and the Visual Cortex

As discussed in Kriegeskorte (2015), convolutional neural networks
now reach human-level classification performance on several tasks.
Their architecture is brain-inspired, and the rough concepts behind
them could be implemented with similar mechanisms in nature. Sev-
eral properties of the visual system in the brain also arise in CNNs,
and their learned visual representations compare to representations
found in the brain (Kriegeskorte, 2015).

Hubel and Wiesel famously discovered orientation selective cell
responses in columns of the primary visual cortex in cats and pri-
mates (macaques) (Hubel and Wiesel, 1959, 1968). Their model of
simple and complex cells and their response properties and hierar-
chical structure inspired the design of the neocognitron (Fukushima,
1980) which in turn inspired convolutional neural networks (Good-
fellow, Bengio, and Courville, 2016). The learned response proper-
ties in CNNs have some commonalities with early visual areas in
the brain. For instance, the orientation-selective response of V1 neu-
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rons to bar-shaped stimuli found by Hubel and Wiesel also appears
in the first layer of convolutional neural networks. Successive layers
then respond to more and more complex features (Zeiler and Fergus,
2014), similar to some observed response properties of cells in the
visual pathway of the brain. Furthermore, performance-optimized
object detection networks can model neural responses at higher lev-
els of the cortical hierarchy, such as V4 and IT (Khaligh-Razavi and
Kriegeskorte, 2014; Pospisil, Pasupathy, and Bair, 2018; Yamins et al.,
2014; Yamins and DiCarlo, 2016). Also, when trying to predict spik-
ing V1 activations in response to natural stimuli, CNNs are currently
the best model (Cadena et al., 2019).

There are some approaches to measure how close current ANNs
are to what we know so far about the brain. Schrimpf et al. (2020) de-
veloped a BrainScore which approximates an ANN’s similarity to the
ventral visual stream of primates according to several benchmarks, us-
ing current biological knowledge and experimental recordings. They
show that ANNs that perform better on ImageNet, a popular im-
age classification benchmark, tend to have a higher BrainScore. How-
ever, this correlation weakens with the more recent state-of-the-art
networks, suggesting that some of those advances do not stem from
increased biological plausibility (Schrimpf et al., 2018).

Even though there is a lot of research effort going into understand-
ing how the visual system works in the brain, there are still many
open questions (Olshausen and Field, 2005). Therefore, even if one
wanted to make a biologically accurate artificial model of the brain,
it would not be feasible yet due to a lack of knowledge about the
biological processes involved in learning, knowledge representation,
and perception in the brain.

3.1.5 Backpropagation

The brain fulfills some of the requirements for backpropagation,
namely being able to make changes on the synaptic level (Bliss and
Lømo, 1973; Markram et al., 1997) and possessing feed-back connec-
tions that could transmit error-related information and modulate acti-
vations (Gilbert and Li, 2013). However, as it is usually implemented
in deep learning, some of the assumptions of backpropagation do not
hold for the brain, such as symmetric feed-back weights, magnitude-
based gradients (not spike-based, gradients can be negative too), and
separate forward and backward passes of information (Lillicrap et al.,
2020). Therefore many believe that deep learning, specifically using
the strict formulation of backpropagation, is not what is happening
in the brain (Crick, 1989) but may be approximated with more local
methods (Lillicrap et al., 2020). As using gradients for learning has
shown to be very effective, there are several proposals for how the
brain may be learning using gradient estimates that are biologically
more plausible (Bartunov et al., 2018; Bengio et al., 2015; Cho et al.,
2011; Guerguiev, Lillicrap, and Richards, 2017; Guerguiev, Körding,
and Richards, 2019; Jabri and Flower, 1992; Lansdell and Körding,
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those found in the
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2019; Lillicrap et al., 2016b; Roelfsema and Ooyen, 2005; Rowland,
Maida, and Berkeley, 2006; Sacramento et al., 2018; Whittington and
Bogacz, 2017). However, many suffer from problems like a higher
bias or variance compared to exact gradient calculation using error
backpropagation (Richards et al., 2019) and finding more biologically
plausible alternatives is still an active area of research.

3.1.6 Changes in Representation from Increased Biological Similarity

Several studies show that perceptual and processing mechanisms
comparable to those found in nature seem to develop when ANNs
learn under similar conditions. For instance, when training recur-
rent CNNs using a biologically inspired predictive coding framework,
they become susceptible to perceptual motion illusions (Lotter, Kreiman,
and Cox, 2020; Watanabe et al., 2018). Other emerging phenomena in-
clude, for example, frequency selectivity and temporal tuning proper-
ties of the primary auditory cortex (Singer et al., 2018), error patterns
and predictions matching the human auditory cortex (Kell et al., 2018)
and grid cells (Banino et al., 2018). When using a model that simu-
lates many aspects of the macaque visual cortex (a multi-area spiking
network with similar connectivity), the model activity is similar to
resting-state activity measured in the macaque brain (Schmidt et al.,
2018).

Not just making the model more brain-inspired but also using more
ecological data sets can lead to increased similarities between the ob-
ject representations learned in an ANN compared to those found in
the brain (Mehrer et al., 2021). One major difference between most
CNNs and the human visual system is that the former often receive
full-resolution images as input. The latter only perceives the most
central part of the visual field (fovea) in full resolution and then per-
forms multiple saccades across the visual stimulus. First approaches
incorporating saccades and foveation into CNNs have been promis-
ing by reducing computational cost while mostly preserving accuracy
(Akbas and Eckstein, 2017; Daucé, 2018; Jaramillo-Avila and Ander-
son, 2019). Also training CNNs on egocentric observations of children
leads to much faster learning than with an adult dataset. Analysis of
the dataset reveals that it contains a great diversity of rare viewpoints
of objects (Bambach et al., 2018). These studies show that there are
many promising possibilities and interventions on all of Marr’s three
levels to make ANNs a better model of the brain.

3.1.7 Conclusion

Many current advances in deep learning are motivated mainly by en-
gineering considerations and focus on optimizing a specific problem
instead of modeling the brain like the field of computational neu-
roscience does (Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville, 2016). However,
using knowledge about the brain as inspiration for machine learning
algorithms has been useful in many cases in the past. Additionally,
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Level of understanding The Brain Most ANNs (at level of simulation)

Hardware implementation Complex neurons with dendrites Point neuron

Many different types of neurons,

each neuron has a unique structure
Homogenous neuron structure

Sparse connectivity Fully-connected layers

Weak hierarchical structure (Long-range

connections, feedback connections)
Strong hierarchical structure

Inductive bias optimized by evolution
Tabula rasa weight initialization,

architecture optimized by

engineering considerations

Parallel, asynchronous computations Serial, synchronous execution of layers

Representation & Algorithm Binary output (spikes) Continuous valued output

Sparse temporal code (firing frequency) Dense static output

Local learning rules

(Hebbian plasticity, SDTP, LTP)
Gradient backpropagation (global)

Computational (functional)
Active, action-oriented learning

(data actively sampled over time)

Inferring statistics from big,

static data sets (i.i.d.)

Continuous, life-long learning,

gradual knowledge acquisition

Separation between learning and inference,

starting out with the final task

Open-ended, multi-task learning,

transfer knowledge and generalize quickly
Optimized for one task

Weak supervision

(much self-supervised, not always task-driven

but also curiosity-driven, observational learning,

social interactions, learning from few examples)

Fully supervised

Noisy, low resolution sensors (e.g. foveated vision),

communication (language) and attention
Full-resolution information channels

Multi-sensory Processing Usually one modality

Probabilistic, causal modeling abilities/Bayesian

reasoning, compositional knowledge representations

(language, creativity, abstract reasoning)

Strong pattern recognizers,

finding statistical correlations

Table 1: Differences between the brain and most ANNs sorted by Marrs lev-
els of understanding information processing systems (list is not ex-
haustive).

ANNs trained on
images often

over-rely on texture,
can be tricked by

small perturbations
of the input, and in

general make
non-human

mistakes.

neural networks can be valuable as models to understand cognition,
especially when adding more biologically plausible elements such
as more complex neuron models, sparse local connectivity patterns,
and long-range connections, including inhibition, and implementing
brain-like synaptic plasticity rules (Pulvermüller et al., 2021).

3.2 differences in computational abilities

"It’s the last ditch effort, makes no sense to try
Put more gas on the tires, put more wood on the fire

Warm your hands up ’cause we’ll probably be here a while
If you want the honest truth"

— Dance and Sing - Down in the Weeds, Where the World once was
(Bright Eyes, 2020)

3.2.1 Adversarial Attacks and Texture Bias

ANNs trained on object recognition are vulnerable to adversarial at-
tacks (Kurakin, Goodfellow, and Bengio, 2016; Qiu et al., 2019; Szegedy
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et al., 2013). This means that tiny perturbation to an image (invisible
to the human eye) can make the network misclassify the image con-
tent with very high confidence. Even specific natural images can trick
these networks into making mistakes that humans would never make
(Hendrycks et al., 2019). There are some methods to make ANNs
more robust to these adversarial attacks. For instance, making the
neural network more similar to the brain by using a first processing
block modeled after the macaque V1 makes the ANN more resistant
against adversarial attacks (Dapello et al., 2020). However, even on an
extremely simple dataset like MNIST (recognizing handwritten dig-
its), adversarial defense tactics often fail when testing perturbations
that they were not optimized for, and one can always find perturba-
tions that would not trick the human perceptual system (Schott et al.,
2018).

One reason for ANN’s vulnerability to adversarial attacks may be
that ANNs trained on visual tasks often exhibit a texture bias. This
means they put more emphasis on low-level details of an image and
disregard more global properties such as shape (Baker et al., 2018;
Brendel and Bethge, 2019; Geirhos et al., 2019). This is contrary to hu-
man visual perception, which exhibits a stronger shape than texture
bias (Landau, Smith, and Jones, 1988). For the narrow tasks given to
most visual ANNs, such as recognizing objects in static images, it is
easier to fit a function on local features than to take into account long-
range dependencies such as global object shapes (Sinz et al., 2019).
This strategy seems sufficient to solve those benchmarks but may not
be sufficient in a complex multi-task, real-world environment such as
the one in which we find ourselves.

Getting a network to exhibit less texture and more shape bias im-
proves accuracy, especially on out-of-distribution and distorted im-
ages (Geirhos et al., 2019). First experiments by Hermann, Chen, and
Kornblith (2019) show that this bias seems to be mainly influenced by
the type of data the models are trained on and only to a small part by
the model architecture or learning objective. Using architectures more
similar to the human visual system, measured by the BrainScore, does
not decrease the texture bias here. Using more realistic data augmen-
tation such as noise and blur instead of excessive random cropping
can reduce the texture bias and increase the shape bias (Hermann,
Chen, and Kornblith, 2019). It seems an interesting possibility that in-
creasing the realism of the learning setup, such as moving away from
static images to enactive exploration or having a more open-ended
learning objective, would further discourage this texture bias.

In general, current supervised and unsupervised ANNs make non-
human mistakes such as overclassifying one class and over-relying
on texture when confronted with noisy or distorted stimuli (Geirhos
et al., 2020). Humans are better at dealing with distorted and noisy
images than CNNs, and even though CNNs can deal with these chal-
lenging images if they are included in the training data, they fail to
generalize to other out-of-distribution images (Geirhos et al., 2018).
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3.2.2 Continual and Multi-Task Learning

The performance of ANNs hinges on the assumption of the data
points being independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), meaning
that each data point is randomly drawn from an underlying probabil-
ity distribution, independent of the previous data point. If the data
distribution or the sampling shifts during training or afterward, this
assumption is violated, and ANNs often fail. The data sampled by
humans when interacting with the world is inherently non-i.i.d. and
our remarkable ability to generalize experiences to novel situations,
to transfer knowledge to a new task, or to extrapolate general rules
to new domains shows that we must have a better mechanism to deal
with these kinds of problems. Not only that, Smith and Slone (2017)
propose that this unbalanced, ordered, and dynamic data distribution
from which humans learn may actually be what allows us to robustly
recognize objects under all kinds of circumstances.

One common problem in ANNs that learn on changing input distri-
butions over time is a phenomenon called catastrophic forgetting where
they completely discard already learned knowledge when starting to
learn a new task (French, 1999). Ideally, learning about what a horse
looks like should not make you forget previously acquired knowl-
edge about the appearances of cats and dogs. However, if you give
this new task of recognizing horses to a neural network without
continuing training on the already learned skill of recognizing cats
and dogs, the weights that encoded the previous knowledge will be
changed entirely after only a few updates. This is significantly differ-
ent from the kind of continual learning humans effortlessly perform
over a lifetime (Parisi et al., 2019).

In general, most AI systems have a clear separation between learn-
ing and inference. Once a neural network is trained, it usually does
not learn anymore, and to incorporate new information such as a
novel object class or to adapt to a new input distribution, the whole
network has to be retrained from scratch. With humans, this is obvi-
ously very different.

There has been a lot of interest in continual learning in ANNs over
the past years, and several methods have been introduced to learn
new tasks without forgetting the previously learned knowledge (De-
lange et al., 2021; Kaushik et al., 2021; Kirkpatrick et al., 2017; Masse,
Grant, and Freedman, 2018). However, most methods assume that
the task ID (which task should be performed) is explicitly given to
the network making it easier to recruit different network parts for
different tasks specifically. Additionally, much of the current research
focuses on continual learning setups where distinctly separate tasks
(often image classification) are introduced sequentially, and many so-
lutions are very tailored to this specific setup, leaving much room for
further research (Delange et al., 2021).

The increasing motor abilities of an infant create an implicit cur-
riculum of different object classes that become more available over
time (Smith and Slone, 2017). Same as children, machines can benefit
from gradually learning more and more complex tasks. For this, cur-
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riculum learning can be used, which is known to improve learning
speed (sample efficiency), performance, and generalization capabili-
ties in deep learning (Bengio et al., 2009; Soviany et al., 2021) and
reinforcement learning (Narvekar et al., 2020; Portelas et al., 2020).

Learning multiple tasks at once can help with learning each indi-
vidual task by reusing learned inductive biases from one task for an-
other, particularly when the tasks are related (Caruana, 1993). Further-
more, the inductive bias picked in a multi-task learning environment
also leads to more stable generalization to new tasks from the same
domain (Baxter, 2000). Even when the tasks are automatically gen-
erated without human labeling, the representations resulting from
this unsupervised meta-learning setup generalize well to new test
tasks and aid in supervised few-shot learning (Hsu, Levine, and Finn,
2018).

Training multiple tasks together can often be problematic, but train-
ing the right tasks together such that they can maximize the use of
common knowledge can lead to significant performance and speed
gains (Fifty et al., 2021). Research on methods for knowledge trans-
fer between tasks and domains is active and ongoing, and the direc-
tion could provide some exciting solutions to learning with less la-
beled data as well as acquiring more general representations of input
(Zhuang et al., 2020).

In most setups, ANNs optimize one global cost function while the
brain may learn from more local, dynamic and complex cost func-
tions. Marblestone, Wayne, and Körding (2016) show that using layer-
specific or temporally changing cost functions aids ANNs with gener-
alization and performance. Being able to learn multiple tasks and gen-
eralize knowledge from previous tasks to new ones through learning-
to-learn mechanisms is an essential step towards more human-like
artificial intelligence (Lake et al., 2017).

3.2.3 Causality vs. Correlation

Looking at the previously mentioned problems, it seems that ANNs
lack a true understanding of the world and the task at hand and can
achieve good performances simply because of their powerful function
approximation capabilities. A big, underlying problem is that these
ANNs only learn correlations in the data, not causation (Vasudevan et
al., 2021). The fact that conventional ANNs can only learn superficial
statistical patterns from the i.i.d. data they are presented with and
lack a causal model is a large contributing factor for their failure
to generalize and transfer knowledge to new situations or instances
outside of the training distribution (Schölkopf et al., 2021).

Young children do not just learn about the causal structure of the
world from observations but also through interaction and experiment-
ing with the outcomes of conditional interventions (Gopnik and Schulz,
2004; Schulz, Gopnik, and Glymour, 2007). They systematically build
up hypotheses about the world and actively test them through tar-
geted experiments that can produce evidence for or against their hy-
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potheses, just like scientists do (Gopnik and Wellman, 2012; Gopnik,
Meltzoff, and Kuhl, 1999).

Humans can infer the physical properties of objects by observing
their interaction with other objects. They learn physical properties
through experience and can use mental simulation to make predic-
tions and inferences (Hamrick et al., 2016). To make predictions and
inferences about physical interactions of objects, humans may use an
intuitive, probabilistic physics model of the world to simulate out-
comes using a form of noisy Newtonian physics (Battaglia, Hamrick,
and Tenenbaum, 2013). Such an "intuitive physics engine" is an essen-
tial ingredient for efficient learning but currently lacking in ANNs
(Lake et al., 2017).

Children also seem to use Bayesian reasoning to learn from prob-
abilities about causality, and they do not just correlate actions with
outcomes but understand causal and probabilistic relationships be-
tween events (Gopnik and Wellman, 2012). It may be crucial for ma-
chine learning methods to incorporate Bayesian methods for effec-
tively learning the causal structure of the world (Vasudevan et al.,
2021)

Extrapolating rules and generalizing knowledge can be found all
over the animal kingdom. For instance, in an experiment by Vaughan
(1988) pigeons learn stimulus-behavior contingencies through rein-
forcement, where in some sessions the contingencies are reversed. Af-
ter some training, the pigeons learn that they can infer from the first
trial which way around the contingencies are in the current session.
Also rats have been shown to learn rules and to be able to transfer
them to new stimuli and determine whether a new sequence matches
the learned rule (Murphy, Mondragón, and Murphy, 2008). For hu-
mans, already seven-month-old infants can extract general grammat-
ical rules from only two minutes of speech and generalize them to
new speech samples (Marcus et al., 1999).

Overall, current machine learning approaches often try to emu-
late intelligence by building powerful pattern recognizers. Lake et al.
(2017) suggest that the key to learning and intelligence may be build-
ing good models of the world instead of pattern recognizers and that
these models should be compositional and easily combined to form
new models. This can make learning much more sample efficient, as
knowledge can easily be generalized using infinitely many possible
new combinations of old knowledge. Compositional models seem to
be a crucial aspect for many elements of human cognition, such as un-
derstanding the world made up of compositional objects and object
parts, language, creativity, and innovation.

3.2.4 Supervision and Data Efficiency

Learning in ANNs can happen supervised or unsupervised. In the
supervised setup, input-output mappings need to be provided to cal-
culate the error and corresponding gradient for each of the network’s
predictions. Obtaining such a labeled dataset can be costly and some-
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times infeasible. The rule of thumb goes that to match human perfor-
mance using supervised learning, at least 10 million labeled examples
are needed (Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville, 2016).

The brain requires orders of magnitudes less labeled examples to
learn tasks such as object recognition, and the majority of human
observations are "unlabeled" (Zador, 2019). A child does not have a
teacher at its side at all times, naming everything it sees. In fact, very
few experiences of a child receive an explicit label, and most of the
stream of observations contain no external supervision signal.

Even when children hear the names of objects, they still need to
apply complex social knowledge to ground the language in the real
world and infer which object the label refers to (Briganti and Co-
hen, 2011; Gopnik, Meltzoff, and Kuhl, 1999). For instance, a child
may look at one object when an adult names a different object that
the child is not attending to. If it would learn words simply by co-
occurrence, the child should associate the new word with the object
it was looking at when it heard the word. Experiments show, however,
that infants can pick up on the adults’ referential cues (like gaze or
pointing) and correctly deduce which object the new name refers to
(Baldwin, 1991; Baldwin, 1993).

Impressively, children can sometimes learn new words from as lit-
tle as one example and recall it several days later (Carey and Bartlett,
1978). This instant association between novel words and objects is also
called fast mapping (Carey and Bartlett, 1978) and is not just exclusive
to language learning in humans (Kaminski, Call, and Fischer, 2004).
The quick association between word and meaning has been shown in
many subsequent studies, however, for retaining the newly acquired
words over a longer time, memory aids such as repetition seem to be
required (Vlach and Sandhofer, 2012).

This fast mapping ability is still present in adulthood. For exam-
ple, you can watch Star Wars once and will be able to recognize and
name any lightsaber afterward. I can also tell you once that a short
lightsaber is called a slaber, and you will be able to associate this new
name and the concept instantly. Also regarding grammatical struc-
tures, the feedback provided by adults is too sparse and noisy to be
reliably used for language learning (Marcus, 1993). Overall, children
must be employing more efficient mechanisms besides supervised
learning to acquire language.

There are several different approaches in machine learning for learn-
ing from small amounts of labeled data, also called one-shot or few-shot
learning (O’Mahony et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020). However, many of
these approaches still require large amounts of labeled data to learn a
suitable encoding that can generalize to new classes with only a few
examples.

Multi-modal learning could simplify learning each modality on its
own and integrating them in a coherent world model. Yu and Ballard
(2004) show very early experiments on using language and visual per-
ception in a multimodel learning setup where language helps cluster
objects in visual space and objects are associated with words through
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temporal co-occurrence. They show that using cross-modal learning
can simplify both tasks and help ground language in perception.

It may be the defining factor of our intelligence that we are limited
in the amount of time and computational resources that we have avail-
able, and solving those types of problems in machines could bring us
closer to understanding our own intelligence (Griffiths, 2020).

3.2.5 Learning through Interaction

Brains seem to have a different strategy than most ANNs to learn
about the world. Following Piaget’s observations, cognitive develop-
ment is often described in four stages (Ahnert, 2014) (see figure 5)
with some apparent differences to how machines learn. For one, there
are different stages (even though they are not discrete but rather
a continuous transition), meaning that knowledge is gradually ac-
quired and builds on top of previous learning. For example, the child
does not start out doing abstract reasoning or solving any specific
task such as playing chess, driving a car, or predicting the stock mar-
ket. Many years pass before the child graduates to attempting these
challenging activities, whereas ANNs usually start with learning the
final task. For instance, an artificial chess-playing agent did not pre-
viously learn how to walk, and an object recognition system did not
have to figure out object permanence (the fact that objects continue to
exist when they are out of sight).

The child, in contrast, starts out learning through interaction with
the world. In the first two years, it learns about sensorimotor con-
tingencies, object permanence, and other physical properties of the
world. This happens largely without external supervision by moving
in and interacting with the world. Especially the first stage, the sen-
sorimotor stage (further divided into six substages), is focused on
learning through interacting with the world, and Piaget views behav-
ior as a crucial aspect of developing intelligence (Piaget, Aebli, and
Seiler, 1992).

Ballard (1991) introduces the notion of animate vision which is the
notion that the human visual system is inherently active and our vi-
sual understanding of the world is closely tied to and simplified by
our ability to actively sample it through movements of the gaze and
body. "The visual system is not completely general, nor does it have an arbi-
trary set of capabilities: it is a particular embodiment of the relationship of the
organism to the world." (Ballard and Brown, 1992, p.5). Animate vision
systems embed perception in a behavioral framework and thereby
constrain the required computations to make them much easier to
solve. For instance "the ability to control the camera’s gaze, particularly
the ability to fixate targets in the world while in motion, allows a robot to
choose external coordinate frames that are attached to points in the world.
Behaviors based on fixation point relative coordinates allow visual compu-
tations to be done with less precision." (Ballard, 1989, p. 1636). What is
required for animate vision is not an explicit internal representation
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of the world but rather a set of adaptive behaviors that can precisely
sample the information necessary to solve tasks (Ballard, 1989).

Sensorimotor learning seems to play an important role in animals
and may also help in artificial agents. When including sensorimotor
contingencies in the learning system of a robot, reliable and stable
object recognition, even under unreliable action execution and per-
ception, can be achieved (Maye and Engel, 2011).

As will be elaborated more in the research part, an agent learning
through interaction with the world can acquire meaningful represen-
tations of its environment (Clay et al., 2021a) that can then be used to
fast map names to different objects (Clay et al., 2021b). Also, Hill et al.
(2021) demonstrate that an agent that learns language in an interac-
tive environment, with a teacher providing an object name whenever
the agent inquires about it, can ground the meaning of words and
acquire fast mapping capabilities.

Figure 5: Piagets stages of cognitive development (left) (Ahnert, 2014)
contrasted against the classical learning framework of ANNs
(right). Humans learn enactive, gradually, open-ended and weakly-
supervised.

3.2.6 Conclusion

All the problems of deep learning do not mean that it is inherently
flawed or wrong; it is just a tool for a specific set of problems. This
tool can be extremely powerful for applications where large amounts
of data are available, and a static mapping needs to be extracted. How-
ever, it is not designed for the sort of problems biological brains need
to solve on a daily basis. Even though they have inspirations from
neuroscience, ANNs on their own are not the best solution to learning
in a dynamic world and acquiring robust, generalizable knowledge
beyond statistical correlations (Marcus, 2018).

To tackle some of the challenges on the computational level, the
interdisciplinary field of embodied AI has started to focus on learn-
ing through interaction in a dynamic environment and how this may
work in brains and machines (Duan et al., 2021; Iida et al., 2004).
The following chapters will address aspects of enactive learning with
weak external supervision and the role of these ideas in machine in-
telligence.
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E V I D E N C E F O R A C T I V E , S E N S O R I M O T O R
L E A R N I N G

"Well, what do you think you understand with? With your head? Bah!"

Zorba the Greek — (Kazantzakis, 1996)

There is accumulating evidence that cognition is grounded in sen-
sorimotor coupling and should be studied not as a general model of
the world but one that serves action (Engel et al., 2013; Foglia and
Wilson, 2013). Instead of equating cognition with logical, step-wise
computation as it has been conventionally the case in computational
cognitive science, proponents of this idea assume a crucial role of the
interaction with the environment in perception (not just a necessity to
sample input). The idea is that cognition is not just about information-
processing but about interaction and the body’s relation to the envi-
ronment (Rupert, 2019). Evidence for embodied cognition and related
ideas has become eminent and of broad interest over the past decades,
and even computationalists are now updating their theories to incor-
porate aspects of it (Scheutz, 2003).

4.1 theories and subfields

Several different sub-ideas fall under the category of seeing cogni-
tion as being affected by interaction with the environment. Four of
these are commonly summarized as the 4Es of cognition: enacted,
embodied, embedded, and extended cognition. Closely linked and
overlapping is also situated cognition. I will focus here on enacted 1

and embodied theories of cognition even though there is considerable
overlap between all of these concepts.

Enactive cognition was first introduced by Varela, Thompson, and
Rosch (1991) stating that cognition is not an objective mirror of the
world but shaped by our history of interactions and the actions that
an agent can perform in a given environment. Varela, Thompson, and
Rosch (1991) state that "In a nutshell, the enactive approach consists of
two points: (1) perception consists in perceptually guided action and (2)
cognitive structures emerge from the recurrent sensorimotor patterns that
enable action to be perceptually guided." (p. 173). Proponents of enac-
tivism view interaction with the environment as crucial for cognition.
With the idea that "experience is not something that happens in us but is
something we do" (O’Regan and Noë, 2001, p.99) conscious perception
is seen as inseparably interwoven with action.

Embodied cognition is defined in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Phi-
losophy as follows: "Cognition is embodied when it is deeply dependent

1 Specifically, I focus on sensorimotor enactivism. There is also autopoietic or radical
enactivism with slightly different claims, but all of them emphasize the importance
of sensorimotor interactions

29
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upon features of the physical body of an agent, that is, when aspects of the
agent’s body beyond the brain play a significant causal or physically con-
stitutive role in cognitive processing." (Wilson et al., 2021) This means
that cognition is not just a product of the brain but the whole body,
its sensors, and effectors. The most important function of the brain is
to control the body to interact well with the environment. Focusing
on abstract thought and logic for explaining cognition overlooks un-
derlying principles of the workings of the brain (Clark, 2017). "Minds
make motions, and they must make them, fast - before the predator catches
you, or before your prey gets away from you. Minds are not disembodied
logical reasoning devices." (Clark, 1997, p.1).

Theories of embodied cognition have this underlying idea of the
body’s role in cognition but come in various flavors and are not al-
ways clearly defined and disentangled (Wilson, 2002). There is often a
substantial overlap with other action-oriented theories. For instance,
situated cognition can be seen as a sub idea of embodied cognition
(Wilson, 2002) and enactivism is a natural consequence of embodi-
ment. Ward argues that "if cognition is enactive, then it is also embodied,
embedded, affective and potentially extended" (Ward and Stapleton, 2012).
However, the inclusion of extended cognition in the 4Es is debated,
and Scarinzi (2020) argue that it is not compatible with the ideas of
enactivism and should therefore be reduced to the 3Es of cognition.

An important concept when investigating action-oriented theories
of cognition are sensorimotor contingencies (SMCs). They describe the
way that motor actions affect sensory perceptions. To learn these
SMCs (how actions change perceptions), the agent needs to inter-
act with the environment. Often named under the umbrella of enac-
tivism, Sensorimotor Contingency Theory (SCT) suggests that our con-
scious perception is not based on the raw sensory inputs but instead
on the SMCs we have learned about the world. This would explain
phenomena such as change blindness, where we do not perceive ob-
jectively visible changes in a scene. Our experience, in this case, seems
to be more determined by the expected sensory changes following
movement than on the raw sensory input. It was first suggested by
O’Regan and Noë (2001) who made the radical proposal that "seeing
is a way of acting. It is a particular way of exploring the environment. Activ-
ity in internal representations does not generate the experience of seeing. The
outside world serves as its own, external, representation. The experience of
seeing occurs when the organism masters what we call the governing laws
of sensorimotor contingency." Since its proposal, the theory has been
widely debated, partially due to different definitions of conscious-
ness and experience, and alternative proposals and adaptations have
been made (Bishop and Martin, 2014).

4.2 the role of self-generated movements

Before diving deeper into embodied and enactive theories and the
supporting evidence, I would like to present a very early study by
Held and Hein (1963). It is an excellent illustrative example of the
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role of action, specifically self-generated movements, in learning and
perception. It is closely related to O’Regan and Noë’s enactive ap-
proach and the role of SMCs in perception.

In the study, Held and Hein took 8-12 week old kittens and divided
them into two groups; an active group and a passive group. The kit-
tens were all raised in the dark, so previous to the experiments they
had no visual experiences. For the first phase of the experiment, they
put the kittens pairwise into an apparatus where the kitten from the
active group was able to walk freely around a pole in circles. The pas-
sive kitten was placed in a box on the opposite side of the circle. The
movements of the active kitten were translated to the box of the pas-
sive kitten such that they both had nearly the same visual inputs. The
main difference was that the active kitten was influencing its visual
experiences directly by its movements, while the passive kitten was
only observing the visual experiences without being able to influence
them.

After several hours of daily visual exposure in the apparatus, the
kittens are tested on their ability to show visually guided behavior.
For instance, they are placed on an elevated platform with a deep
drop on one side and a shallow one on the other. The active kittens
all descended to the shallow side. The passive kittens did not seem
to be able to distinguish the deep from the shallow side. Even when
the passive kittens have eight more weeks of passive visual exposure,
they fail at the task. However, when letting the passive kittens explore
an illuminated room freely for 48 hours, they catch up to the per-
formance of their active counterparts. Held and Hein’s experiments
highlight the importance of self-generated movements to perform vi-
sually guided tasks. Self-generated movements were crucial for these
kittens to discriminate the deep from the shallow platform and could
not be compensated by more passive visual exposure.

Of course, attention could have confounding effects in this study,
and also the distinction between active and passive is difficult (pas-
sive kitten could still move their head) (Bermejo, Hüg, and Di Paolo,
2020). However, there were many follow-up studies on the role of
self-generated movements in learning and perception with similar
findings. For example, humans who wear a wedge-prism that dis-
torts their visual field adapt much better under active conditions
(walking) than passive conditions (pushed in a wheelchair) (Held and
Rekosh, 1963; Mikaelian and Held, 1964). Active head movements
have been shown to affect space and depth perception in humans
(Wexler, 2003; Wexler and Van Boxtel, 2005). Even on a neuronal level,
the responses to visual stimuli in early visual areas (V1 and V4) of
mice and macaque monkeys are different between actively viewing
the stimuli through self-generated movements compared to being
passively presented with them (Mazer and Gallant, 2003; Niell and
Stryker, 2010). Additionally, the kitten experiment setup was tested
in an evolutionary robot where researchers found differences in the
learned receptive fields between active and passive learning (Suzuki,
Floreano, and Di Paolo, 2005). Overall these studies show the positive
effect of self-generated movements on perceptual learning.
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The type of action performed seems to also matter for perception.
The ability of children to avoid falling off a (small) cliff depends on
the way they move and how familiar they are with this movement.
For instance, children who recently learned to walk stepped off the
cliff while experienced walkers or crawlers did not. The height avoid-
ance did not seem to transfer from crawling to walking (Kretch and
Adolph, 2013). A similar effect was shown for the difference between
a sitting and a crawling posture (Adolph, 2000).

The importance of self-generated movements has not only been
shown for vision but also for other sensory modalities. Learning how
to localize sounds can be achieved by using self-generated move-
ments (Aytekin, Moss, and Simon, 2008). Touch and other somatosen-
sory perceptions are already difficult to imagine without any interac-
tion, as most of our somatosensory perceptions are elicited through
our actions. Ostry et al. (2010) show that even short periods of interac-
tion (10min) can affect perception for 24 hours. This effect can not be
shown when passively moving someone’s limbs (Ostry et al., 2010).
Finally, even completely new senses can be best acquired by learn-
ing new sensorimotor contingencies through interaction. Using sen-
sory augmentation devices allows for learning new SMCs and shows
changes in the person’s perception as well as in the representations
in the brain (Kaspar et al., 2014; Kieliba et al., 2021; König et al., 2016;
Nagel et al., 2005).

Embodied and enactive theories are additionally supported by stud-
ies into language processing. For instance, processing of spatial words
requires sensorimotor processes (Ansorge et al., 2010). Imaging stud-
ies further validated that language understanding is accompanied by
activations in motor and premotor regions and can be influenced by
transcranial magnetic stimulation or lesions in these motor areas (Pul-
vermüller and Fadiga, 2010).

4.3 sensorimotor processing in the brain

Before looking at some more related theories and evidence, I will give
a quick overview of some of the neurological bases and evidence for
sensorimotor processing.

Action processing seems to happen all over the cortex, with many
"perceptual" neurons being gain modulated by factors such as eye
velocity and head direction to keep a stable and translation invari-
ant perception of objects in the world (Salinas and Sejnowski, 2001).
There are body-centric visual receptive fields in the premotor cor-
tex, which respond for example to stimuli close to the arm and shift
in synchrony with arm movements. These types of cells may be im-
portant for sensorimotor control (Graziano, Yap, and Gross, 1994).
Corollary discharge, which is an efference copy of the executed mo-
tor command that goes to the sensory regions, plays a crucial role
in all animals for reflexes and a stable perception of the world. They
enable the animal to distinguish self-generated movements from ex-
ternally generated movements and to predict future sensory inputs.
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Perception is needed
for action but action
also influences
perception.

This is also crucial for behavioral learning and planning (Crapse and
Sommer, 2008). Interestingly, there is evidence for a role of the so-
matosensory cortex (S1) in imagining relative movements of limbs,
challenging the common conception that only sensory processing is
taking place in this early sensory area (Jafari et al., 2020). Further-
more, all areas of the cortex have connections to lower motor control
centers and transmit motion-related information, not just the motor
cortex (Sherman and Guillery, 2013).

The efference motor copies in the brain could be used to learn pre-
dictive models. A forward predictive model predicts the sensory ob-
servations following a motor command and may be located in the
Cerebro-cerebellum (Kawato et al., 2003; Miall et al., 1993; Tanaka et
al., 2020). There is also evidence of predictive mismatch signals in
layer 2/3 of the mouse primary visual cortex. This predictive model-
ing capability is dependent on sensorimotor coupling during devel-
opment (Attinger, Wang, and Keller, 2017). The inverse model is pro-
posed to estimate the required motor command to get from the cur-
rent state to the desired state and to be implemented in the Purkinje
cells of the cerebellum (Kawato and Gomi, 1992; Kitazawa, Kimura,
and Yin, 1998; Shidara et al., 1993). These predictive models, by de-
sign, need to combine action and sensory information to model the
world.

There is neural evidence against the classical view of separated
and hierarchical sensory and motor areas in the brain. So far, every
sensory area in the cortex has been found to also receive motor sig-
nals and send out motor projections to the thalamus and subcortical
motor regions. "Information enters [the] cortex and leaves as motor in-
structions at each cortical level, and copies of these instructions are present
at each level of input to [the] cortex. In this scheme, such differences between
what is commonly known as sensory and motor cortex are quantitative (e.g.,
stronger motor outputs via layer five projections for "motor" areas) rather
than qualitative. All cortical areas appear to function as sensorimotor re-
gions." (Sherman and Guillery, 2011, p.1073).

4.4 the effect of action on perception and cognition

There is a lot of evidence that not only action can be influenced
by perception, but that object perception is also influenced by exe-
cuted or planned action. For instance, processing visual stimuli that
are congruent with the planned action is faster than stimuli that are
incongruent (Craighero et al., 1999; Fagioli, Hommel, and Schubotz,
2007). Several theories were born from this general idea of perception
being influenced by action.

Very early on, Gibson proposed that what we see is not merely
the light reflecting off an object and hitting our retina but rather
the interactions associated with this object. He coined the term af-
fordances for these interactions that are naturally afforded by the ob-
jects in the world and argues for an experience-based perception that
is determined by our relation to our environment (Gibson, 1979). In
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The theory of
action-specific

perception
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that our perception
reflects our ability to

act in an
environment, not

objective reality.

early work, he showed that recognizing shapes by touch is not just
a function of the shape arrangement on the skin, but that accuracy
can be dramatically improved (49% to 95%) when actively exploring
the shape by moving your fingers. He argues that actively touching
objects produces a different sensory experience than passively being
touched (Gibson, 1962). His work is influential in the field of psy-
chology and perception and had a considerable impact on research
into embodied and situated cognition (Lobo, Heras-Escribano, and
Travieso, 2018).

When looking at an object that was learned to be used as a tool,
not only visual regions activate but also motor regions associated
with the tool use (Weisberg, Turennout, and Martin, 2006). These af-
fordances are learned through active exploration of the environment
(Adolph, Eppler, and Gibson, 1993) and seem to support visual ob-
ject recognition (Roberts and Humphreys, 2011). For example, a right-
handed person perceives a coffee cup rotated for a right-handed per-
son to use (handle on the right side) earlier than a cup rotated for a
left-handed person to use (Ariga, Yamada, and Yamani, 2016). This
affordance effect may be caused by affordance modulated faster early
visual processing (affordance is detected preattentive), leading to an
earlier perception of affordance-matched stimuli.

Also, more higher-level cognitive functions such as spatial navi-
gation and spatial knowledge acquisition are affected by the type of
method employed during learning and the degree of embodiment. As
will be elaborated more in the research section, learning by exploring
an interactive map leads to representing knowledge in more global,
allocentric reference frames (relative to north) (König et al., 2019). In
contrast to this, actively exploring a town by walking through it leads
to more egocentric reference frames (relative to the body). This means
that after map exploration, it is easier to identify the orientation of a
house relative to north, while exploration in VR or the natural world
makes it easier to perform action-oriented tasks such as pointing from
one house to another (König et al., 2019; König et al., 2021).

The theory of action specific perception claims that "Perception is not
an objective representation of the environment but instead reflects the rela-
tionship between the environment and the perceiver’s ability to act within
it." (Witt, 2011, p. 205). There is a plethora of evidence that our per-
ception is not only a bottom-up reflection of reality but can be influ-
enced top-down by our intended actions and our ability to execute
these actions (Witt, 2017). For example, athletes with a higher scoring
average perceive the ball as bigger (Witt and Proffitt, 2005) and better
performance or increased ease due to a larger bat are correlated with
perceiving the ball as slower (Witt and Sugovic, 2010). When asked
to throw a ball to a target, the perceived distance to the target is in-
fluenced by how heavy the ball is (a heavier ball makes the target
appear further away) (Witt, Proffitt, and Epstein, 2004). The amount
of effort required also influences the perception of incline and dis-
tance when walking. For instance, wearing a heavy backpack, being
fatigued, or in poor physical condition makes hills look steeper and
targets appear further away (Bhalla and Proffitt, 1999; Proffitt et al.,
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2003). Additionally, Witt, Proffitt, and Epstein (2005) demonstrate that
objects seem further away when we intend to reach for them and they
are too far away. If provided with a tool that enables you to reach for
it, the object (at the same distance) seems closer. This perceptual ef-
fect is not present without an intention to reach (Witt, Proffitt, and
Epstein, 2005). Therefore, our perception seems to be a mixture of
physical reality and our intended actions, as well as the ability and
effort associated with these actions.

The premotor theory postulates that attention can be equated to ac-
tion planning. Meaning, that if you are attending to something in
your right visual field, this attention is the result of the planned eye
movement to the object to your right and is a weak version of the ac-
tivations you would get when performing the movement (Craighero
and Rizzolatti, 2005; Rizzolatti et al., 1987). While there is evidence for
visual attention and saccade movements being coupled (Beauchamp
et al., 2001; de Haan, Morgan, and Rorden, 2008), their causal rela-
tionship or a shared neural substrate have not been proven, and the
claim that motor preparation is necessary and sufficient for attention
can not be supported entirely by recent studies. According to the cur-
rent state of knowledge, the theory has to be limited to bottom-up,
stimulus-driven attention (exogenous) since top-down, goal-directed
attention (endogenous) has been shown to exist without motor prepa-
ration. Alternative explanations for the coupling between motor plan-
ning and attention have also been proposed, such as a biased compe-
tition model in which attention can be biased by action preparation
but is not determined by it (Smith and Schenk, 2012).

A related idea is the common coding theory which hypothesizes that
action and perception share a common encoding in the brain. It un-
derlines the strong, overlapping nature of action and perception. The
theory suggests that acting shares a neural code with observing the
action or mentally simulating it. It also suggests that action is not en-
coded as raw motor commands but rather as the perceptional changes
they elicit (Prinz, 1990). This idea is supported by several experimen-
tal findings (Dayan et al., 2007; Etzel, Gazzola, and Keysers, 2008;
Sommerville and Decety, 2006; Tye-Murray et al., 2013) and is closely
intertwined with the field of embodied cognition as well as research
on mirror neurons.

Overall, the role of action in cognition is still a highly debated topic,
and although there is increasing interest and scientific evidence, the
strict necessity of action for perception is not clear. We know that all
intelligent beings on this earth interact with the world in some way
or another, starting from the day they are born. This naturally will
have some effect, as can be seen from the overwhelming amount of
evidence listed above. Whether action is merely a means to collect
information or if it determines how reality is experienced and how
cognition works is unclear. Additionally, the sometimes vague defini-
tions and overlapping ideas in the field make it challenging to inves-
tigate the various claims systematically (Goldinger et al., 2016). How-
ever, as interaction with the environment plays such a central role for
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all biological life, it should not be a factor quickly discarded when
developing theories of cognition or building artificial intelligence.

In this dissertation, I will demonstrate that interaction strongly in-
fluences the learned knowledge in both humans and machines. As
the definition of what constitutes a body is a bit murky, I focus on
the aspect of interactive learning in the experiments with simulated
AI agents.
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Reinforcement
learning is used to
solve markov
decision processes
with the goal of
finding an optimal
control strategy in a
sequential task.

An MDP consists of
states, actions,
transition
probabilities, and
rewards. It can be
used to model the
interaction of an
agent with an
environment.

D E E P R E I N F O R C E M E N T L E A R N I N G -
F O U N D AT I O N S

"This man has conquered the world! What have you done?",
The philosopher replied without an instant’s hesitation,

"I have conquered the need to conquer the world."

— Alexander - The Virtues of War (Pressfield, 2005)

Before looking at the biological parallels and problems of deep rein-
forcement learning, I will briefly cover the underlying principles and
algorithms. I will introduce all foundations necessary to understand
proximal policy optimization, the algorithm used in two publications
included in this dissertation.

The information presented in this section can mostly be found in
the textbook "Reinforcement Learning: An Introduction" by Sutton and
Barto (2018). It is a great comprehensive resource on reinforcement
learning and the source of information here whenever it is not explic-
itly marked otherwise.

5.1 markov decision processes

Reinforcement learning is applied to solve sequential decision-making
problems. Contrary to the classic deep learning framework introduced
in chapter 2, there is always a time component involved. The learner
does not learn static input-output mappings anymore but instead in-
teracts with the environment and learns through this interactive loop.
Now, the input determines not only the output, but the output also in-
fluences the following input. The learning signal is not the difference
between output and target anymore. Instead, one can use a tempo-
ral difference error or a policy gradient for learning from a reward
signal.

The two main components of the interactive loop are called the
environment and the agent. The environment at time step t is in state st.
This state is used by the agent to determine the next action at which
in turn influences the next state st+1 of the environment. For this, the
environment has transition probabilities T(s,a,s ′) which are defined
as the probability that the next state is s’ given that the agent is in
state s and performs action a which is P(st+1 = s ′|st = s,at = a). To
select the next action based of the current state, the agent uses a policy
π(at|st) which defines, often probabilistically, which action should
be executed corresponding to which state. Finally, the environment
also emits rewards which are defined by a reward function with a
value for each transition r = Freward(s,a,s ′).

Together, states S, actions A, transition probabilities T and rewards
R make up a Markov Decision Process (MDP) which is used to model
sequential-decision making processes. Importantly, an MDP needs to
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Environment
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Figure 6: The optimal control setup. There is a bidirectional interaction be-
tween the agent and the environment over time.

An RL agent tries to
find the optimal
policy to select

actions that
maximizes the

overall reward the
agent receives.

fulfill the Markov property which means that st+1 is dependent on
state st, but conditionally independent from all previous states. This
means that given the current state, the future is independent of the
past. Certain RL algorithms make it possible to relax this property in
practice.

The state st can either be the direct input to the agent or be in-
directly observed by the agent. In the second case, the environment
is called partially observable which means that the agent only has ac-
cess to observations based on the state of the environment but not
directly to the underlying state st. For instance, an agent may only
see the part of the world directly in front of it. This does not mean
that the rest of the world does not exist; it is just not observable at
the moment. The current observation ot is based on the overall state
of the environment st.

5.2 solving markov decision processes

The goal in the family of optimal control problems is to find the op-
timal policy π∗ that maximizes the overall reward that the agent re-
ceives from the environment over time. This can be defined as an
expected discounted sum of rewards over infinite time.

E[

∞∑
t=0

γr(st,at,st+1)] with at chosen from π(st) (6)

γε[0, 1) is the discount factor. The discount factor ensures that re-
wards do not sum up to infinity and provides a way of weighting im-
mediate rewards against long-term rewards. A policy with a small γ
will favor short-term, immediate rewards. When γ is close to one, the
policy will forgo small immediate rewards to obtain larger rewards
in the long term.

This sum of rewards is also called the discounted return G.

Gt = rt+1 + γrt+2 + γ
2rt+3 + ... =

∞∑
k=0

γkrt+k+1 (7)
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The value of a state
is the expected
discounted sum over
future rewards when
following a given
policy.

Some common
distinctions between
RL approaches are
whether they are
model-free or
model-based, online
or offline, and
on-policy or
off-policy.

Monte Carlo
approaches learn by
interacting with the
environment (as
opposed to
calculating optimal
action trajectories
using a given
model).

The value v(s) expresses how good it is to be in state s. It is defined
as the expected, discounted, future reward when following policy π
starting in state s.

Vπ(s) = Eπ[Gt|St = s] (8)

If the optimal value function V∗ is known, the optimal policy π∗

can be deduced by taking the action with the highest reward plus the
discounted future return from all possible next states, weighted by
the transition probabilities.

π∗ =arg max
a

∑
s ′,r

P(s ′, r|s,a)︸ ︷︷ ︸
transition

probability

[r+ γV∗(s ′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
discounted

future reward

] (9)

To solve an MDP, one wants to find V∗ and π∗. There is a large
zoo of approaches for doing this. I will focus on model-free learn-
ing and will not detail model-based approaches such as dynamic pro-
gramming and exhaustive search which require knowledge of all en-
vironment dynamics (transition probabilities and rewards). Model-
based approaches are often used when the environment dynamics
can be easily defined, such as the rules of a chess game. The de-
fined model can then be used to calculate the outcome of different
action sequences without actually having to play the game. In many
real-world applications, these dynamics are not given, and the agent
needs to learn by interacting with the world. Here one can differ-
entiate between offline learning (e.g., Monte Carlo methods) where the
agent performs updates based on a pre-collected batch of experiences
and online learning (e.g., TD-learning) where the agent can perform
updates simultaneously with every step in the environment. Another
major division between reinforcement learning methods is whether
one learns by updating an estimate of the value function (value-based
learning) or whether one uses policy-gradients to update the policy
directly (policy-based learning). I will go through all of these briefly to
arrive at actor-critic methods which are a combination of value-based
and policy-based methods and can be used online and offline. Finally,
I will introduce one specific state-of-the-art actor-critic method, called
proximal policy optimization (PPO) as it is the learning method applied
in the research chapter.

Value-based Policy-basedActor-
Critic

5.3 monte carlo learning

The Monte Carlo approach uses experience sampling to solve the
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optimal control problem when the underlying MDP is unavailable.
One difficulty that comes with not knowing the transitions of the en-
vironment is that the policy cannot be inferred easily from the value
function anymore. Previously one could do a one-step look-ahead
from the current state and see which action gets the agent to the next
state with the highest value estimate. However, without knowing the
underlying MDP, the agent does not know what st+1 will be when
executing action at. The agent has to act to gather this information
and can only do this for one out of all the possible actions in state st.
To solve this problem, V can be replaced with Q which now estimates
the value of state-action pairs instead of states.

Q(s,a) = Eπ[Gt|St = s,At = a] (10)

q∗(s,a) = E[r+ γmax
a
q∗(s ′,a ′)|St = s,At = a]

=
∑
s ′,r

P(s ′, r|s,a)︸ ︷︷ ︸
transition

probability

[r+ γ max
a
q∗(s ′,a ′)︸ ︷︷ ︸

best q-value of
next state-action pair

]

As previously noted, the transition probabilities to calculate this
expectation are not available and need to be learned by sampling ex-
periences. Therefore, the entry q̂(s,a) of Q̂ is estimated by using the
average returns that followed being in (s, a) during past collected ex-
periences. Experiences are collected in episodic environments, mean-
ing that the environment contains terminal states which reset the
agent. The agent interacts with the environment following a policy
π until it reaches such a terminal state. The terminal state marks the
end of an episode, at which point the agent calculates the returns and
updates the q-value estimates (see pseudocode 1).

Pseudocode 1 : Monte Carlo (with exploring starts)

Initialize Q(s,a), π(s), returns(s,a) for all s ε S , a ε A
while π 6= π∗ do

choose s0 and a0 such that all pairs have p > 0 of being
selected;collect experiences for an episode starting from
(s0, a0), following π

foreach (s, a) in the episode do
append Gt that follows from the first/every occurance
of (s, a) to returns(s, a)

Q(s, a) = mean(returns(s, a))
end
foreach s in the episode do

π(s) = arg max
a

Q(s, a)

end
end

The policy that is used to collect experiences can either be the same
policy that is being optimized (on-policy) or a separate behavior policy
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TD learning
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b (off-policy). Off-policy learning usually has more variance and there-
fore takes longer to converge. One use-case of off-policy learning is if
the agent cannot generate the data itself but can learn from already
collected data, for example, by humans. For this to work, all actions
taken by the learned policy π must at least sometimes be taken by b.

When learning on-policy, a proper exploration of the state-action
space needs to be ensured. This can either be done by resetting each
episode in a random position out of all possible state-action pairs
(exploring starts) or by using a stochastic policy. A common choice
for the latter is using an epsilon-greedy policy. This means that at each
step, there is a small probability ε by which the agent samples a
random action; otherwise, the agent picks the best action greedily
under the current policy. The choice of εweights how much the agent
should explore the environment to collect novel experiences against
how much it should exploit its already acquired knowledge.

5.4 temporal-difference learning

Temporal-Difference learning (TD-learning) is an online-RL method
which means that learning can happen instantaneously while collect-
ing experiences. Therefore, no episodes are required since only the
one-step return is being used instead of the return of a whole episode,
like in Monte Carlo learning. The update is simple, requires minimal
computation, and can be expressed in a single equation. At the core
of this method is an incremental update of the value estimate using
the TD error. This error is the difference between the current value
estimate of state s and a better value estimate which is obtained after
observing the next reward and the next state.

V(s) = V(s) +α[

better︷ ︸︸ ︷
r ′ + γV(s ′)−

current︷︸︸︷
V(s)︸ ︷︷ ︸

TD-error δ

] (11)

The magnitude of the value update is scaled by α, also called the
step size. In a nutshell, the agent interacts with the environment and
after every step the above update is performed on the value function.
This can happen on-policy (e.g. SARSA) or off-policy (e.g. Q-learning)
and like Monte Carlo also this method usually uses Q-values instead
of V. In the one-step TD-learning, also called TD(0), all that is required
for one learning step is a quintuple of experiences: (s,a, r ′, s ′,a ′).

The one-step TD error only takes into account the most recent ex-
perience. This means that it may take a while for reward information
to spread to further away states. For example, imagine an agent in a
grid world where one field gives a reward of one, and the other states
give no reward. If a TD(0) agent reaches this rewarding state, it will
only update the state that it was in immediately before reaching the
reward. However, it may also be helpful to remember the rest of the
path used to get to this state. In TD(0), this will slowly be achieved by
the value estimate tickling through to the neighboring fields on each
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Pseudocode 2 : SARSA
Initialize Q(s,a) for all s ε S , a ε A
while Q 6= Q∗ do

initialize s choose a from s using policy derived from Q
while s not terminal do

take a, observe r’ and s’
choose a’ from s’ using policy derived from Q
Q(s, a) = Q(s, a) + α[r’+γ Q(s’, a’) - Q(s, a)]
s = s’, a = a’

end
end

Using function
approximators (like

deep neural
networks) to

represent value
functions allows for

larger state and
action spaces and

generalizing
knowledge to new

experiences.

successive visit. Nevertheless, there is a more efficient way to do this
called n-step TD.

In n-step TD, the agent uses the next n states to update a value
estimate. For this update, it has to calculate the n-step return, which
considers the n-1 future discounted rewards plus the value estimate
of the state n steps into the future.

Gt:t+1 = Rt+1 + γVt(St+1) 1-step return

Gt:t+2 = Rt+1 + γRt+2 + γ
2Vt+1(St+2) 2-step return

Gt:t+n = Rt+1 + γRt+2 + ... + γn−1Rt+n
+ γnVt+n−1(St+n) n-step return

The n-step value update is then

Vt+n(St) = Vt+n−1(St) +α[Gt:t+n − Vt+n−1(St)] (12)

This means that an update can only be made after n steps since the
computation of the n-step return requires rt+n and Vt+n−1(St+n). N-
step TD learning is an interpolation between TD(0) and Monte Carlo
learning where the choice of n can be made dependent on the task
demands. A useful extension of this idea is to weigh a sum of differ-
ent n returns by λn−1 such that states further away from a reward
are updated less. This is, for instance, used in the λ-return algorithm
and TD(λ) and can lead to significantly faster learning, especially in
environments with delayed rewards.

5.5 value-function approximation (deep rl)

So far, the methods introduced here have been using a look-up ta-
ble for the V or Q estimates with one entry for each possible s or (s,
a) respectively. This approach can quickly become impractical when
dealing with large state spaces. For example, a simple Atari game
like breakout produces visual states with 84x84 pixels for four con-
secutive frames. Assuming a greyscale version of the game with 256

grey values, this would mean 25684∗84∗4 possible states, which is far
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Policy gradient
methods optimize
the policy directly by
performing gradient
ascend on its
parameters.

more than the number of atoms in the universe and impossible to
represent in a look-up table. Even if a giant look-up table could be
constructed, it would require massive amounts of experience to be
filled because almost every state encountered would be unique from
all the other states. Therefore we need a scalable method that can
generalize to unseen states.

A great solution for this are function approximation methods. The
idea is to use some type of function approximator such as linear
functions, polynomials, Fourier basis functions, radial basis functions,
multi-layer perceptrons or CNNs, parameterized by features w to es-
timate V̂ or Q̂. Parameters w can then be adjusted, for example by
stochastic gradient descent, such that v̂(s,w) ≈ vπ(s) (same for Q̂).
Using deep neural networks for this value-function approximation is
called deep reinforcement learning.

s

V̂(s,w)

s a

Q̂(s,a,w)

Figure 7: Function approximation of V (left) or Q (right) with parameters w.

Using function approximators makes it possible to deal with size-
able state-action spaces and with partially observable environments.
However, the combination with RL introduces new challenges to deep
learning that make stable learning more difficult. For one, non-stationary
targets need to be approximated. There is not a stable target value for
each state, and the training data keeps changing. While supervised
function approximation usually assumes a fixed training set, function
approximation in online-RL has to deal with a constantly changing
policy generating new data distributions. Additionally, learning in RL
often has to deal with delayed targets, and the training data is usu-
ally non-i.i.d. (where the agent is right now is highly correlated with
where it will be next). Despite all these added difficulties, the combi-
nation of deep learning and reinforcement learning can be powerful
and solve many novel problems.

5.6 policy gradient methods

Monte Carlo and TD-learning are two value-based methods where
the agent learns the values of states and then selects actions based
on these values. The policy is, therefore, a byproduct of the learned
action-value estimates. Another approach is to learn the policy di-
rectly by parameterizing it and performing gradient ascend on the
policy parameters. This removes the need for a value function esti-
mate and can be helpful in environments with high-dimensional or
continuous action and state spaces.

Directly estimating the policy can often be more straightforward to
learn than a value function. For instance, in the Atari game "Pong," it
is easier to learn how to move the pedal relative to the ball position
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than to predict the future reward and infer actions from this. Addi-
tionally, policy gradients have stronger convergence guarantees be-
cause the action probabilities change smoothly. When in value-based
methods, the value of one action becomes the maximum value in that
state, it leads to a big change in the policy resulting from a possi-
bly tiny change in the value function. Lastly, policy-based methods
can deal better with uncertainty and partial observability and make
it possible to find stochastic policies. In some settings, such as play-
ing rock-paper-scissors, the opponent can easily exploit a determin-
istic policy. Value-based methods have no way of finding an optimal
stochastic policy here, while policy-based methods can learn a proba-
bilistic solution.

On the downside, policy-based methods are often harder to op-
timize in practice. The gradients are noisy and have high variance,
which means that stable learning requires large batch sizes and a well-
tuned learning rate, and learning can be slow. In addition, since learn-
ing requires samples collected under the current policy (on-policy),
older samples cannot be reused, and learning is sample-inefficient.
This is problematic when data collection is expensive but can be par-
tially alleviated by using importance sampling.

To optimize the policy directly, we first need to define a perfor-
mance measure. In the episodic case, this is defined as

J(θ) = Vπθ(s0) (13)

To optimize this, we need to find ∆J(θ) which is the gradient of the
performance. This gradient has been proven to be proportional to the
sum of q-values of all actions multiplied by the policy gradient and
weighted by the on-policy distribution of states µ(s) under the policy
π. This is called the policy-gradient theorem and can be rewritten as
an expectation dependent on π.

∆J(θ) ∝
∑
s

µ(s)
∑
a

qπ(s,a)∆θπ(a|s,θ)

∝ Eπ[
∑
a

qπ(st,a)∆θπ(a|st,θ)]

The gradient update of the policy parameters θ would then be

θt+1 = θt +α
∑
a

q̂π(st,a)∆θπ(a|st,θt) (14)

This update rule involves all possible actions in a state in order
to perform an update. REINFORCE is a practical implementation of
policy-gradient optimization which performs a gradient update using
only the action at that was actually taken in-state st (Williams, 1992).
To do this, everything needs to be weighted by the probability of
taking action at under policy π. Additionally, the sum of discounted
returns Gt of the current episode of experiences is used instead of the
q-value. The gradient ascend update of REINFORCE, therefore, looks
like this:
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θt+1 = θt +αGt
∆θπ(at|st,θt)
π(at|st,θt)

(15)

The fraction is also sometimes referred to as the "eligibility vector"
and can be written as ∆θlnπ(at|st,θt). It can be interpreted as the
direction that most increases the probability of a under π on future
visits of s (numerator) divided by the current probability of taking
action a under π. This means that the parameters θ are increased in
the gradient direction weighted by the return and negatively propor-
tional to the action probability. Including the action probability in this
weighting of the update makes sure that frequently sampled actions
do not have an automatic advantage because they are updated more
often and not because they are actually better. In REINFORCE the pa-
rameter updates in equation 15 are made after the end of an episode
because all rewards are used to calculate Gt. Then the next episode
is collected using πθ with the updated parameters θ.

5.7 actor-critic methods

Actor-Critic methods are a combination of value-based and policy-
based learning. The agent learns both a value function and a policy.
The value function is used for the gradient-based policy optimization
in place of the episode return but not for action selection. It neatly
combines all the concepts introduced earlier and can be used online
with step-wise updates.

Environment

Actor

Critic

StateAction
Reward

Value Estimate
TD error δ

w

θ

min

max

Figure 8: The Actor-Critic setup. Both actor and critic receive the state as
input and use the TD error as learning signal. The actor produces
actions that try to maximize the TD error. The critic produces val-
ues estimates and tries to minimize the TD error.

The actor-critic agent is made of two components, the actor and
the critic, and optimizes two different objectives. The actor has policy
parameters θ which are used to produce actions and optimized using
policy gradients. The critic has value parameters w which are used to
produce value estimates and optimized using TD(0) or n-step TD. As
learning signal, the TD-error δ (see equation 11) is being used. The
actor now tries to maximize the TD error instead of the discounted
returns, which means it tries to adapt the policy at every step such
that it leads to higher rewards than expected. The critic tries to keep
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the TD error close to zero, meaning that it tries to make its value
estimates as accurate as possible.

Pseudocode 3 : 1-step actor-critic
Define a differentiable policy π(a|s, θ) and value function v̂(s,
w) and initialize θ and w

Set step sizes αθ > 0, αw > 0
while π 6= π∗ do

initialize s0
while st not terminal do

take at according to π(st), observe rt+1 and st+1
δ = rt+1 + γv̂(st+1,w) − v̂(st,w)
w = w+αw∆wv̂(st,w)
θ = θ+αθδ∆θlnπ(at|st,θ)
st = st+1

end
end

In practice, w and θ are often partially shared. For instance, when
working with images as observations, the same convolutional layers
can extract features for the value estimate and the policy. Both param-
eter updates can include an optional discount factor. The 1-step TD
error can also be replaced by an n-step error as shown in equation 12.

A small tweak to reduce variance during learning is to estimate
the advantage instead of the value function. The advantage function
is defined as A(s,a) = Qw(s,a) − Vv(s) and expresses how much
better it is to take action a in state s compared to the general value of
state s. Since now two value estimates are required (the Q-value and
the V-value), there are two sets of parameters (w and v) that need
to be optimized in the critic update. In practice, the advantages can
be estimated using only the value function and therefor only one set
of parameters (Schulman et al., 2015b). This is called the advantage
actor-critic (A2C).

One major problem with policy gradient methods is that ∆J(θ)
does not contain information about the second-order curvature of the
reward function. This means that the performance can easily collapse
if the step size is too large and finding the correct step size is very
difficult (Dong, Ding, and Zhang, 2020). Unfortunately, actor-critics
are not immune to this problem. To solve this, Schulman et al. (2015a)
proposed the idea of a trust region which makes sure that the update
on θ in parameter space does not lead to a big step in policy space.
To measure this, they calculate the KL-divergence between the old
policy and the new policy. Trust region policy optimization (TRPO) then
computes the Hessian of the average KL-divergence in a sample to
enforce a KL-divergence constraint. The step size is picked as the
smallest number possible under the KL-divergence constraint that
still improves the policy gradient loss (Achiam, 2018).

Using a Hessian matrix is complicated and computationally expen-
sive. Another method called proximal policy optimization (PPO) uses a
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little trick to simplify TRPO by removing the second-order approx-
imation of the KL-constraint and still enforcing similarity between
πold and πnew. Instead of computing the Hessian of the KL-divergence,
the KL-divergence is directly added into the objective function. This
is either done by adding a regularization coefficient (PPO-penalty) or
by clipping the ratio between the old and the new policy into a range
between 1-ε and 1+ε (PPO-clip) (Schulman et al., 2017). PPO-clip is a
stable and straightforward approach to constrain the policy updates.
It seems to work equally well as TRPO and is commonly used in
practice (Achiam, 2018).

Pseudocode 4 : PPO-clip
Define a differentiable policy π(a|s, θ) and value function v̂(s,
w) and initialize θ and w

Set step sizes αθ > 0, αw > 0 and clip factor ε
while π 6= π∗ do

Collect N trajectories of experiences following πθ
Compute returns Gt
Calculate advantage estimates Ât using Gt and V̂t
for M epochs do

ratiot(θ) =
πθ(at|st)
πθold(at|st)

Lt(θ) = min

ratiot(θ) · Ât
clip(ratiot(θ), 1− ε, 1+ ε) · Ât

Optimize policy parameters θ w.r.t. Lt(θ)
Optimize value parameters w w.r.t. the value loss

end
θold = θ

end

5.8 outlook

The field of reinforcement learning is broad, and there are many ex-
citing sub-fields and approaches that I will not detail here. However,
for completeness, I will list a few more big ideas around this field.

First of all, there are many good extensions and variations of
the algorithms introduced above. To name a few, there is the asyn-
chronous advantage actor-critic (A3C), which performs asynchronous
updates between multiple experience collectors (Mnih et al., 2016);
(deep) deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) where a deterministic pol-
icy is calculated instead of a stochastic one and off-policy learning
improves sample efficiency (Lillicrap et al., 2016a; Silver et al., 2014);
twin delayed DDPG (TD3) adds clipped double Q-learning (a variation
on Q-learning), delayed updates and target policy smoothing to deal
with the overestimation bias in the value function (Fujimoto, Hoof,
and Meger, 2018); and the soft actor-critic (SAC) enforces a stochastic
policy in an actor-critic framework to combat convergence problems
in off-policy learning (Haarnoja et al., 2018). Combining several of
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those approaches can lead to an even better performance (Hessel et
al., 2017). Interestingly, Chen et al. (2021) recently suggested that one
can also interpret RL problems as a sequence modeling task such that
a transformer can be applied instead of learning a policy and value
function.

As briefly mentioned, there are also model based RL approaches
such as dynamic programming (Bellman, 1966) and Monte Carlo tree
search (MCTS) (Browne et al., 2012; Chaslot et al., 2008) such as used
in AlphaZero to play chess, shogi and go (Silver et al., 2017). There are
also approaches that combine model-free and model-based learning.
For example by learning an explicit model of the world in a model-
free manner and then applying model-based optimization to it such
as Imagination-Augmented Agents (I2A) (Weber et al., 2017). Or by us-
ing model-based priors (MBMF) (Bansal et al., 2017; Wilson, Fern, and
Tadepalli, 2014) or model-based value expansion (MBVE) (Feinberg et al.,
2018) for model-free reinforcement learning.

In offline settings or settings where interaction is very costly imi-
tation learning such as behavioral cloning can be used instead of rein-
forcement learning to solve optimal control problems using existing
target trajectories (Bain and Sammut, 1995; Hussein et al., 2017; Ross,
Gordon, and Bagnell, 2011). Another approach is inverse reinforcement
learning (IRL) where the learning agent tries to infer the underlying
reward function, based on an expert’s behavior (Ng, Russell, et al.,
2000; Ramachandran and Amir, 2007).

Additionally to existing RL methodologies hierarchical RL is an
approach where an MDP is formulated on multiple time scales or
levels of detail. For example, there can be sub-policies (or options)
that try to accomplish sub-goals set by a higher-level policy. This can
enable the agent to represent high-level actions to reach a goal and
the lower level motor commands needed to execute them (Barto and
Mahadevan, 2003).

Lastly, there are different setups in which RL agents can learn.
For example multi-task and meta RL aim to solve several different
tasks and transfer knowledge between the different task domains
(Vithayathil Varghese and Mahmoud, 2020; Yu et al., 2020). Reinforce-
ment learning agents can also learn in a collaborative or competi-
tive setting which is called multiagent RL (Busoniu, Babuska, and De
Schutter, 2008). One specific subdomain of this is self-play where an
agent learns by interacting with itself, for example, by playing chess
matches against itself (Silver et al., 2017).

Overall the field of reinforcement learning is very active with many
interesting and promising research directions. It has even been sug-
gested that a simple reward signal in a complex enough environment
is sufficient to create a wide array of intelligent behaviors indicating
that RL may be enough to create an artificial general intelligence (Sil-
ver et al., 2021).
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D R L A S A M O D E L O F T H E B R A I N ?

“With these two-year-olds, as with scientist, finding the
truth is more than a profession — it’s a passion. And, as with

scientists, that passion may sometimes make them sacrifice
domestic happiness.”

— The Scientist in the Crib (Gopnik, Meltzoff, and Kuhl, 1999)

Reinforcement learning has originated out of the combination of
two separate fields: The study of optimal control, usually not involv-
ing learning, and the study of learning by trial-and-error in behav-
ioral psychology (Sutton and Barto, 2018). While being inspired by
learning mechanisms in nature, RL has also provided a useful formal
framework for research in that field, and its general principles have
been successfully applied back to explain behavioral and neurologi-
cal data. Today, RL-based models play an important role in the fields
of psychology and neuroscience (Botvinick et al., 2020; Sutton and
Barto, 2018).

Regarding the learning signal, reinforcement learning definitely
seems more biologically plausible than supervised learning. Also re-
garding unsupervised learning, where the statistics of an unlabeled
data set are extracted, reinforcement learning may be more realistic
as the unsupervised extracted representations are not tuned or op-
timized for any behavior. The brain contains task and behavior opti-
mized encodings that do not merely reflect input statistics (Freedman
et al., 2001; Schoups et al., 2001; Sigala and Logothetis, 2002). Thus,
reinforcement learning is an excellent middle ground between fully
supervised learning and completely unsupervised extracting of statis-
tics.

Particularly deep reinforcement learning is an interesting parallel
to the brain as it represents a complete sensorimotor system. The func-
tion approximation of deep learning enables the system to deal with
complex, high-dimensional input. The reinforcement learning part
enables the system to perform actions and optimize them for goal-
directed and exploratory behavior. Thus, sensory and motor skills
are learned end-to-end and can influence each other.

6.1 biological parallels and differences

6.1.1 Behavioral Psychology

The idea of learning by trial-and-error originated from behavioral
psychology and was first proposed by Edward Thorndike (1911) in
his seminal work Animal intelligence: Experimental studies. In this, he
states "The Law of Effect is that: Of several responses made to the same situ-
ation, those which are accompanied or closely followed by satisfaction to the

49
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animal will, other things being equal, be more firmly connected with the sit-
uation, so that, when it recurs, they will be more likely to recur; those which
are accompanied or closely followed by discomfort to the animal will, other
things being equal, have their connections with that situation weakened, so
that, when it recurs, they will be less likely to occur. The greater the satisfac-
tion or discomfort, the greater the strengthening or weakening of the bond."
(p. 244). This idea is very similar to the basic mechanism behind re-
inforcement learning and the definition of operant conditioning in
behavioral psychology. In operant (and instrumental) conditioning,
the consequences of behavior guide what is being learned, and the
behavior determines the learning signal. Essentially, the learner is re-
warded or punished for certain behaviors and, through this, learns to
behave more optimally the next time (Skinner, 1938). Classical condi-
tion is a related concept, but here, the rewards and punishments are
independent of the learners’ actions, such that general stimulus asso-
ciations are learned (Pavlov, 1927). One could roughly compare clas-
sical conditioning to learning a value function or a predictive model
of the world and operand condition to optimizing a policy (Sutton
and Barto, 2018).

Several RL-based models have been proposed to explain results
from classical conditioning experiments, such as the Rescorla-Wagner
model (Rescorla and Wagner, 1972) and the TD model (Sutton and
Barto, 1987). Especially the TD model, which uses the learning rule of
TD-learning and adds a temporal component to the Rescorla-Wagner
model, can explain many of the phenomena observed in classical con-
ditioning experiments such as the interstimulus interval dependency,
blocking, higher-order conditioning, the primacy effect, and serial
compound conditioning (Sutton and Barto, 1987, 1990). Also prop-
erties of operant conditioning such as shaping (faster learning when
gradually reinforcing steps towards the desired behavior) are shared
with RL agents (Ng, Harada, and Russell, 1999; Skinner, 1951). This
makes RL an interesting framework to model and explain behavior.

There are also parallels between model-based reinforcement learn-
ing and concepts in psychology, such as latent learning of cognitive
maps and goal-directed behavior. The idea behind latent learning
is that properties about the environment, such as the spatial layout
of a room, are being learned even when there are no rewards. This
’passively’ acquired information can then actively be utilized when
a rewarding goal is introduced to produce efficient, goal-directed be-
havior (Blodgett, 1929). To accomplish latent learning, the agent must
be able to learn not only stimulus-response associations like in oper-
ant conditioning but also stimulus-stimulus associations and thereby
learn cognitive maps that can be repurposed in the presence of goals
(Sutton and Barto, 2018; Tolman, 1948). This is similar to learning a
model of a Markov decision process and then using this model in
model-based RL.

In general, model-free and model-based RL can be roughly com-
pared to habitual and goal-directed behavior, respectively, even though
there can be considerable overlap (Sutton and Barto, 2018). For in-
stance, model-free and model-based mechanisms can complement
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each other in different habitual behaviors (Morris and Cushman, 2019)
and goal-directed behaviors can gradually become habitual (Yin and
Knowlton, 2006).

6.1.2 Dopamin as a Learning Signal

Additionally to the behavioral evidence for reinforcement learning,
there is evidence from neuroscience, and reinforcement learning in-
spired models have been used to explain many experimental find-
ings.

The neurotransmitter dopamine is seen as a central player for reward-
based learning in the brain. Experiments show that stimulating dopamin-
ergic neurons acts similar to a reward (sometimes even more reward-
ing than external rewards) and can be used to perform classical and
instrumental conditioning (Olds and Milner, 1954; Saunders et al.,
2018; Tsai et al., 2009)

Additional experimental evidence suggests that dopamine may
not actually act as a reward but instead as a prediction error between
the expected future reward and the obtained reward, similar to the
TD error (Montague, Dayan, and Sejnowski, 1996). This is called the
reward prediction error hypothesis and is one of the prevailing theories
of how reward-based learning occurs on the neuronal level through
an RL-like algorithm, by learning a value estimate in the frontal cortex
and the basal ganglia, instructed by dopaminergic neurons from the
midbrain (Glimcher, 2011; Sutton and Barto, 2018).

This hypothesis explains many experimental findings of the pha-
sic activity of dopaminergic neurons in a simple and elegant way
(Colombo, 2014; Hollerman and Schultz, 1998; Romo and Schultz,
1990; Schultz, Dayan, and Montague, 1997). The neural activities do
not just align with simple prediction errors like in the Rescorla-Wagner
model but also incorporate precise stimulus-response timings as only
predicted by the TD model (Ljungberg, Apicella, and Schultz, 1992;
O’Doherty et al., 2003; Sutton and Barto, 2018). For instance, while
there is an increase in firing rate when an unexpected reward is
obtained (positive TD error), there is also a decrease in firing rate
at the exact timing at which the agent expects a reward if it does
not obtain one (negative TD error) (Schultz, Apicella, and Ljungberg,
1993; Schultz, Dayan, and Montague, 1997). Additionally, after train-
ing through conditioning, the dopaminergic neuron activity will dis-
appear at the timing of the reward (if it was predicted and obtained)
and shifts earlier in time to the appearance of the conditioned stim-
ulus, which predicts the reward (Ljungberg, Apicella, and Schultz,
1992; Schultz, Dayan, and Montague, 1997). Furthermore, inducing
prediction error activations artificially in the dopaminergic neurons
of the midbrain suffices for strengthening cue-reward associations
(Steinberg et al., 2013). Also negative prediction errors can be emu-
lated by suppressing the activity of dopamine neurons (Chang et al.,
2016).
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There are some discrepancies between the TD model predictions
and experimental recordings, for example, when the reward is pre-
sented earlier than expected (Hollerman and Schultz, 1998). These
can, however, be mitigated by using more complex stimulus rep-
resentations, modeling eligibility traces, or more complex statistical
modeling of the temporal dynamics in the raw sensory input to ob-
tain the stimulus representation of a partially observable state (Daw,
Courville, and Touretzky, 2006; Ludvig, Sutton, and Kehoe, 2008; Sut-
ton and Barto, 2018). Overall, predictions of the TD model match well
with many recordings of neuronal activity in the brain.

Reward-related activity has been observed in sensory regions as
early as V1 (Shuler and Bear, 2006). Experiments by Weglage et al.
(2021) indicate that striatal projection neurons of all three main stri-
atal output pathways in the mouse encode a stable, context-specific
action space as well as value information and task progress. Fur-
thermore, the action-value encodings are constant within a task but
change between tasks (Weglage et al., 2021). Many of the experimen-
tal findings listed above suggest that reward and reward prediction
errors play an essential role in learning in various brain regions.

6.1.3 Meta RL and Hierarchical RL in the Brain

Additionally, dopamine seems to have a much broader functional-
ity in the brain than just associative learning of reward values, and
the classical RPE may play additional roles in the brain (Barter et al.,
2015; Diederen and Fletcher, 2021). Alexander and Gershman (2021)
suggest that the RPE signal is also used for more general represen-
tation learning by adapting parameters of the activation function of
neurons. This can, for example, be achieved by changing the neuron’s
receptive field size and determining how wide of a range of patterns
it responds to, demanding more precision in response to negative pre-
diction errors and moving the center of receptive fields towards posi-
tive prediction errors. These mechanisms would help explain the role
of the dopamine system in the representation of time and space, cate-
gorization behavior, working memory, abstract reasoning, and motor
control (Alexander and Gershman, 2021).

In a new theory of reward-based learning proposed by Wang et al.
(2018), phasic dopamine is used to train the prefrontal cortex as a
kind of meta-learning system, able to solve many interrelated tasks
with its own learned RL mechanism. This theory of learning how to
learn matches with findings that motivated the previous RL-based
theory of dopaminergic function but also incorporates some conflict-
ing experimental findings (Wang et al., 2018).

The basic ideas of hierarchical reinforcement learning also seem
to be supported by neurological data so far and help interpret some
of the neural activations found in the brain (Botvinick, 2012). The
brain might deal with the body’s extremely high-dimensional action
space by learning effector-specific values instead of values for every
possible movement in space resulting from a combination of multi-
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ple effectors. This evidence implies that a single, global scalar value
for the prediction error may be too simplistic and that the brain can
deal with separate reward and value functions (Gershman, Pesaran,
and Daw, 2009). However, recordings in mice have found surpris-
ingly uniform activation in dopamine neurons corresponding to a
scaled prediction error, at least in very simplistic conditioning tasks
(Eshel et al., 2016). Overall, there are still many outstanding questions
on what the learning signal in the brain exactly represents and how
it guides learning the complex perceptual, and behavioral problems
brains need to solve.

6.1.4 Actor-Critic in the Brain

Some evidence suggests that the brain implements an actor-critic
learning procedure with the actor and critic located in the dorsal
and ventral striatum, respectively (O’Doherty et al., 2004; Takahashi,
Schoenbaum, and Niv, 2008). As explained in Sutton and Barto (2018),
both the actor and the critic would receive state encodings from dif-
ferent cortical areas and use the TD error as a learning signal. The
actor in the dorsal striatum would try to keep the TD error positive
by adjusting the action probabilities encoded in its connections to
the motor cortex (similar to instrumental conditioning). The critic in
the ventral striatum would try to keep the TD error close to zero by
making its value estimates as accurate as possible (similar to the TD
model of classical conditioning).

Same as in the actor-critic setup shown in figure 8, the actor would
not have direct access to the reward, and the TD error affects the dor-
sal and ventral striatum in different ways. This is evidenced in the
brain by dopamine neurons having different effects on different target
areas (Lammel, Lim, and Malenka, 2014). In the actor-critic model of
the brain, the dopamine neurons in the ventral tegmental area (VTA)
and the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc), which are thought to
transmit the TD error, project to both the ventral and dorsal striatum
and affect their synaptic connections to the frontal cortex in differ-
ent ways (Sutton and Barto, 2018; Takahashi, Schoenbaum, and Niv,
2008). Evidence from artificial agents shows that when training an ac-
tor using the TD error produced by a critic, very similar learning and
behavior as observed in animals emerges (Suri and Schultz, 1999).

6.1.5 Model-Free and Model-Based Processes in the Brain

Besides the model-free, actor-critic type learning, the brain can also
use some form of model-based learning. Especially the orbitofrontal
cortex has been suggested to be involved in goal-directed behavior
(Gremel and Costa, 2013; McDannald et al., 2011, 2012; Valentin, Dick-
inson, and O’Doherty, 2007) but also parts of the dorsal striatum
seem to perform model-based processing. Specifically, the dorsome-
dial striatum may be crucial for goal-directed planning while the dor-
solateral striatum takes on model-free functions like the actor in the
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actor-critic setup (Gremel and Costa, 2013; Johnson, van der Meer,
and Redish, 2007; Yin and Knowlton, 2006).

Additionally, the hippocampus’s role in navigation indicates that it
might represent state transitions of the environment that can then be
used as a model to simulate possible future action-trajectories which
are evaluated in the ventral striatum to select the best one (Johnson
and Redish, 2007; Meer, Kurth-Nelson, and Redish, 2012; Ólafsdót-
tir et al., 2015; Pfeiffer and Foster, 2013; Stoianov et al., 2018). Even
though it is pretty sure that model-free and model-based processes
both take place in the mammalian brain, it is not clear how much
overlap exists between them and if they are actually implemented in
different neurological substrates (Doll, Simon, and Daw, 2012).

6.1.6 Conclusion

Overall the fields of reinforcement learning and the study of learning
in the brain have and still do influence each other greatly (Botvinick
et al., 2020; Dayan and Niv, 2008). Of course, an exact resemblance
between RL, how it is today, and the brain will be unlikely, but the
coevolution of the two fields makes both very interesting and promis-
ing avenues into the broad question of how (reward-based) learning
works.

6.2 current challenges and solution approaches

“It was a human blind spot. We look at the world around us
as a snapshot when it was really a movie, constantly changing.”

— Prey (Crichton, 2002)

6.2.1 Learning from Dynamically Changing Data (non-i.i.d.)

The design of a reinforcement learning environment is usually, by
nature, non-i.i.d. This is because the agent actively samples the en-
vironment and the agent’s policy determines the data distribution it
receives for learning. Since the policy for data collection changes over
time (in online-RL), the data distribution also changes. This can cause
the learning to become extremely unstable, especially when working
with deep neural networks. One way to alleviate the problem em-
ployed by Mnih et al. (2015) is to collect a buffer full of experiences
and then update the neural network on random batches of experi-
ences sampled from this buffer. This method is called experience replay
and is inspired by activity patterns in the hippocampus during sleep
that seem to replay recent experiences (Mnih et al., 2015; O’Neill et
al., 2010; Skaggs and McNaughton, 1996). Nevertheless, training deep
RL agents is still very unstable, and the performance between multi-
ple runs, only differentiated by the random seed used to initialize the
weights, can diverge strongly (Henderson et al., 2017; Irpan, 2018).
An agent with a bad policy can easily perform worse than a random
agent, and if this bad policy is also used for experience collection, it
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can be challenging for the agent to recover since it will only receive
bad quality data to learn from.

6.2.2 Reproducibility and Hyperparameter

Additionally, RL agents can be sensitive to the choice of hyperparam-
eters, and the often long training times, combined with the already
unstable training, can make them extremely difficult to tune (Ibarz et
al., 2021). This divergence in performance between different hyperpa-
rameters or even just random seeds can make it difficult to study deep
RL and gather reproducible results (Henderson et al., 2017). The fact
that humans and other animals mostly function well in this world,
despite high variance between individuals, suggests that more stable
learning mechanisms must be employed.

6.2.3 Exploration vs. Exploitation

Another fundamental problem of any real or simulated agent is
the exploration-exploitation trade-off. It is the choice between explor-
ing unknown parts of the environment in the hope of finding high-
reward states and exploiting the rewarding states that are already
known to the agent. In the RL framework, this can be seen as the
amount of stochasticity or explicit novelty seeking in the behavioral
policy. An agent needs to find some kind of middle ground between
exploiting known reward states and exploring unknown states to find
higher cumulative rewards. How to know the optimal solution to this
trade-off in a given environment is an open question (Sutton and
Barto, 2018).

Gopnik (2020) suggests that humans (and other animals) partially
approach this problem in a way comparable to ML algorithms that
change from a more exploring to a more exploiting approach over
time (e.g., by lowering the temperature parameter in simulated an-
nealing). During the protected period of childhood, little productive
output has to be produced yet, and there is much space for a broad
exploration through play and probabilistic hypothesis testing. Later
in life, the solid foundations acquired in childhood can be exploited,
and most work requires little exploration or revision of hypotheses
(except that of certain professions in society such as scientists) (Gop-
nik, 2020). Out of balance explore-exploit behavior such as unreason-
able risk-seeking or overly sticking to the familiar is part of many
psychiatric disorders and can be influenced by different drugs (Addi-
cott et al., 2017).

6.2.4 Sample Efficiency

Even though most RL setups do not rely on a large amount of la-
beled data, they are still often sample inefficient and require millions
of steps to learn a single task. This can also be framed as an inductive
bias problem where a good inductive bias helps to solve a particular
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class of problems very fast. On the other hand, weak inductive biases
like those of ANNs can solve a wide range of problems but require
many samples. Additionally, the reward in RL is not as informative
as a label in supervised learning as it does not contain information on
what the "correct" action or action sequence would have been. How-
ever, there are promising approaches to make deep RL more sample
efficient such as episodic memory (using a memory of past solutions
to similar problems to solve the current problem) and meta-learning
(training a meta learner to learn how to learn a wide range of solu-
tions fast) (Botvinick et al., 2019).

Episodic RL can be compared to research that shows humans us-
ing exemplars of classes to categorize new instances of an object with
similar features (alongside rule-based categorization) (Rouder and
Ratcliff, 2006). In addition, there is some evidence that the hippocam-
pus may play a role in retrieving episodic memories and, through
this, (often unconsciously) influencing decisions in the prefrontal cor-
tex using values associated with similar contexts (Bornstein and Nor-
man, 2017; Weilbächer and Gluth, 2016; Wimmer and Shohamy, 2012).
Overall, it seems to be a helpful learning mechanism, intertwined
with model-based and model-free learning and particularly helpful
with large, continuous state spaces that cannot be fully explored and
contain long-range dependencies over time (Gershman and Daw, 2017).

That brains also perform meta-learning by learning-to-learn has
been suggested both on the behavioral level (Harlow, 1949) and the
neuronal level (Wang et al., 2018) and may be crucial to our ability
to learn and generalize quickly and efficiently (Griffiths et al., 2019;
Wimmer and Shohamy, 2012).

The combination of episodic RL and meta RL principles shows
promising results, resembling decision making in human subjects
(Ritter et al., 2018).

Other mechanisms may also aid sample-efficient learning. For in-
stance, (Lampinen et al., 2021) show that introducing a hierarchical
attention gated memory can help solve tasks that require the agent to
retain information collected in the past. This includes object imperma-
nence, finding hidden objects, rapid word learning, and generalizing
previously learned knowledge to new tasks.

6.2.5 Credit Assignment - Dealing with Delayed and Sparse Rewards

Another problem that RL agents need to solve is credit assignment
for delayed and sparse rewards. If an agent only receives a reward
after achieving its goal, it can be difficult to assign credit or blame
to the many actions leading up to it. Which action sequences were
helpful to achieve the goal and which were useless or even harmful?
When using discounted rewards, there is an implicit assumption that
the most recent actions were the most influential on the actual out-
come. However, when there are long-term dependencies and delayed
rewards, it can take much time to learn these.
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Especially sparse reward tasks where the reward function contains
no information about the value of intermediate states (like distance
to the goal) can take a very long time to learn. In the extreme case, if
it is unlikely that a random policy ever reaches the goal, the task may
never be solved at all. Similar to operant conditioning in animals,
it can be helpful to reward approximations of the desired behavior,
using reward shaping (Sutton and Barto, 2018).

It can be extremely challenging to find the optimal reward function
for an agent to learn the desired behavior. When the reward function
is not optimal, the agent can quickly learn to exploit flaws in the re-
ward function (also called reward hacking) such as repeatedly achiev-
ing a small intermediate goal instead of moving on to the desired
final goal (Ibarz et al., 2021). As even early myths like that of King
Midas show (who wished that everything he touched turned to gold,
which the god Dionysus, similar to an RL agent but probably for dif-
ferent reasons, took quite literally by making him turn even his loved
ones and his food into hard gold (Fry, 2017)), it can be complicated
to express what we want. RL agents do not have common sense (as
Midas expected from Dionysus) to interpret the developer’s wishes
and do anything that maximizes the specified reward function. In
general, how the reward function is defined strongly influences what
the agent will learn.

6.2.6 From Single Reward Function to Multi-Task Learning

In the case of reinforcement learning with multiple goals and only
a global reward signal, the credit assignment problem poses another
major difficulty. However, there are solutions proposed for figuring
out which behaviors were responsible for solving sub-goals of an en-
vironment to learn independent behaviors for solving the different
tasks (Rothkopf and Ballard, 2010).

Getting an agent to learn multiple tasks can be advantageous. For
instance, RL agents trained on a single reward function are also vul-
nerable to adversarial attacks that exploit weaknesses in the learned
policy (Huang et al., 2017). First results indicate that the more tasks
an agent is trained on, the more robust it is against adversarial at-
tacks on individual tasks (Mao et al., 2020). This suggests that part of
the problem of adversarial vulnerability is the simplistic, single-task
objective function being optimized in most setups.

Already training object detection on more classes leads to learn-
ing more general, meaningful representations instead of memoriz-
ing the classes, which helps learn new classes with fewer examples
(Michaelis, Bethge, and Ecker, 2020). Learning on a wide variety of
tasks and objective functions also leads to more general skills and
zero-shot transfer capabilities to new tasks outside of the training
distribution (Team et al., 2021). This work uses additional learning
mechanisms such as propagating knowledge through generations of
agents, but it is a beautiful example of how complex behavior and
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general representations can originate from learning in a complex and
varied environment.

Similar to meta-RL, where new tasks can be acquired quickly using
knowledge about how previous tasks were solved, multi-task RL also
aims to improve sample efficiency by sharing knowledge between
simultaneously learned tasks (Yu et al., 2019). Additionally, the global
reward signal can be complemented with attention mechanisms to
make learning more efficient and to focus plasticity on early layers
where credit assignment is difficult (Roelfsema and Ooyen, 2005).

Since the brain has to solve a wide variety of tasks over its lifespan,
the reward functions may fluctuate with time and context and even
between different brain areas. Therefore, using a more heterogeneous
cost function that can be composed of unsupervised and supervised
aspects at multiple time scales may be crucial for our general abilities
(Marblestone, Wayne, and Körding, 2016). Marblestone, Wayne, and
Körding (2016) suggests that "there is not one mechanism of optimization
but (potentially) many, not one cost function but a host of them, not one kind
of a representation but a representation of whatever is useful, and not one ho-
mogeneous structure but a large number of them. All these elements are held
together by the optimization of internally generated cost functions, which al-
lows these systems to make good use of one another." (p. 31). On the other
hand, Silver et al. (2021) suggest that also a relatively simple reward
signal may suffice to learn complex behavior if the environment is
sufficiently complex and requires a variety of skills to maximize the
reward function optimally.

6.2.7 Open-Ended, Self-Supervised Learning

Children and several other young animals across the animal king-
dom, from monkeys to cats, rats, certain birds, fish and frogs, lizards,
turtles, and all the way to some spiders, engage in open-ended, cre-
ative play (Burghardt, 2015) (adults too sometimes, but more rarely).
In play, by definition, there is no specific task that needs to be ac-
complished. Instead, the individuals curiously interact with the en-
vironment and experiment, for instance, by setting themselves incon-
sequential goals such as kicking a ball of yarn across the room. This
kind of exploratory play with no external reward or incentive is cru-
cial in healthy child development and learning and has to be impor-
tant enough to outweigh the cost of energy consumption and not
actively contributing to society (Gopnik, 2016). It begs the question,
whether internal motivations such as curiosity could also be a funda-
mental building block for artificial intelligence to help learn a general
model of the world through self-guided exploration, which can then
be applied to efficiently solve specific tasks once they arise.

Using internal rewards has the advantage of surpassing many of
the problems mentioned above, such as specifying a proper external
reward function that leads to learning the desired behavior. Also the
time it takes to learn a new task could be improved if task-unspecific
information can be acquired beforehand without any external learn-
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ing signal. Additionally, learning can happen in a rich environment
with a plethora of different objects without requiring detailed hu-
man labeling. Rich, varied learning data may be critical to some of
the problems of ANNs, such as generalization and few-shot learning
(Michaelis, Bethge, and Ecker, 2020; Team et al., 2021). Finally, inter-
nal rewards such as curiosity can be used as incentives to increase
exploration and escape local minima in the loss function. Here the ex-
ploration is not just some added stochasticity in the policy but rather
a directed exploration into novel states.

There are many approaches to self-supervised learning. However, I
will limit my focus on learning through prediction and using artificial
curiosity as internal rewards.

6.2.8 Learning through Prediction

As elaborated in Liu et al. (2021), predictive coding is interpreted in
different ways in the literature. One idea is that prediction is used
to efficiently encode information by discarding all the predictable
parts of the input and only propagating the surprising elements. An-
other approach is to encode the most predictive information for fu-
ture states. The latter view centers on encoding the most behaviorally
relevant information, such as information that allows the agent to
estimate the movement of objects. Both aspects may play a role in
the information processing of the brain (Liu et al., 2021). Hawkins
and Ahmad (2016) suggest that prediction may not just be happen-
ing by communication between neurons but also within a neuron’s
dendrites. Here, being in a predictive state increases the likelihood of
information being passed onward from one neuron to another by cre-
ating an action potential. Ali et al. (2021) demonstrate that predictive
coding may be a general principle of efficient, hierarchical informa-
tion processing that does not need to be explicitly wired into a neural
network. They show that when optimizing energy efficiency, proper-
ties of predictive coding emerge by themselves in recurrent neural
networks learning on image sequences (Ali et al., 2021). Overall, pre-
diction is a common theme in efficient information processing and is
most likely implemented in the brain in some way or another.

A popular efficient-coding-through-prediction framework in neu-
roscience proposed by Rao and Ballard (1999) hypothesizes that sen-
sory input to the brain is encoded as predictions and prediction errors
through a hierarchical structure with feed-forward and feed-back con-
nections. The idea is that the top-down connections of one area con-
stantly make predictions about the input. The difference between the
prediction on the lowest level of processing and the actual sensory in-
put is the prediction error. The prediction error will then be the input
(bottom-up) to the next prediction module. This means that only un-
predicted elements are being propagated forward in the processing
hierarchy. This way of encoding information is incredibly efficient,
and when applied to visual input, it produces response properties
similar to those found in the visual cortex (Rao and Ballard, 1999).
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There is evidence for predictive coding in the primate brain as early
as the retina’s ganglion cells where predictive motion information is
passed onward, and unpredictive information is discarded (Liu et al.,
2021). Activations in V1 of mice are predictive of the subsequent ob-
servations and increase when the prediction is violated (Fiser et al.,
2016). Additionally, the predictions are not just dependent on the cur-
rent visual input but also the location of the mouse and are learned
through experience (Fiser et al., 2016).

The idea of learning models of the world by predicting future in-
puts and then comparing the predictions to the actual input is inter-
esting as it requires no direct supervision. It has been adopted in ma-
chine learning research in various domains, leading to performance
increases and replicating phenomena and representations found in
the brain (from single-neuron response properties to perceptual mo-
tion illusions) (Lotter, Kreiman, and Cox, 2016; Lotter, Kreiman, and
Cox, 2020; Oord, Li, and Vinyals, 2018; Wen et al., 2018). For instance,
experiments by Singer et al. (2018) demonstrate that optimizing a
network to predict its successive inputs leads to representations that
resemble those found in V1 and A1 for visual and auditory input,
respectively. Furthermore, models with a higher prediction perfor-
mance also had more similar representations to the brain (Singer et al.,
2018). Furthermore, predictive models for language have been shown
to match neural representations better than static embeddings and
seem biologically plausible (Goldstein et al., 2021).

Learning to predict dynamic changes over time can help learn
appearance invariant representations that can generalize to new ob-
jects and help disentangle objects and backgrounds from each other.
Moreover, if the predictions are action-conditioned, they can addition-
ally serve for goal-directed planning (Finn, Goodfellow, and Levine,
2016).

In the theory of active inference the idea of predictive coding and
minimizing the prediction error is generalized to motor outputs (Fris-
ton et al., 2016). In this framework, the prediction error is described
as surprise, approximated by variational free energy, and needs to be
minimized, either by updating the internal model of the world or by
acting to match the current predictions (Schwartenbeck et al., 2013).
The idea that biological systems minimize surprise by learning hier-
archical, generative models of the world that try to make accurate
predictions about future states is described in the free energy principle
(Friston, Kilner, and Harrison, 2006; Friston, 2010). Minimizing long-
term surprise requires actively seeking information to improve the
current internal model, which leads to curious behavior and explo-
ration (Schwartenbeck et al., 2013).

Friston et al. (2017) demonstrate that using active inference with
deep hierarchical models can model eye movements and effects known
from biological systems such as mismatch negativity and P300 appear.
When using the free energy principle under a hierarchical generative
model for visual navigation in a robot, aspects such as path integra-
tion and localization naturally emerge (Çatal et al., 2021). However,
the free energy principle has some constraining assumptions which
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make its applications to complex systems as we find in nature infea-
sible (Aguilera et al., 2021; Paolo, Thompson, and Beer, 2021). Addi-
tional criticisms include it being unfalsifiable and lacking explanatory
power (Colombo and Wright, 2021; Gershman, 2019). Nevertheless, it
is an interesting, influential, and unifying framework for understand-
ing action and perception.

6.2.9 Curiosity as Intrinsic Motivation

An exciting example of learning from intrinsic rewards is curiosity.
Here, the agent receives a reward when it encounters novel states
that are unknown to its internal model of the world. The novelty of
a state can be assessed in different ways. For instance, the agent may
be learning a predictive model of the world and judge the novelty
of a state by how good its predictions are (well-known states have
better predictions than unknown states). The idea is to encourage
actions that minimize future uncertainty and to sample information
that will improve the internal model to make better future predictions
(Schmidhuber, 2010; Schmidhuber, 1991).

Curiosity may play an essential role in the latent learning of cogni-
tive maps observed in animals, where the animal acquires general in-
formation about an environment without a specific task which it can
then later use for goal-directed behavior (Wang and Hayden, 2021).

It is already long known that animals all across the animal kingdom
engage in curious behavior, exploration, and play in a way that cannot
simply be explained by the pursuit of external rewards or avoidance
of punishment (White, 1959). In fact, animals and humans even accept
moderate amounts of pain or forgo an immediate reward in order to
explore and obtain new information (Hsee and Ruan, 2016; Nissen,
1930). Already in the 1920s, Dashiell noted that "one who has handled
white rats knows well enough that when these animals are returned to a
renovated nest box they pay little or no attention to food placed there even
though unfed for twenty-four hours, but give themselves up for a while to
explorations over and through their new bedding." (Dashiell, 1925, p.208)
The exploratory drive in rats is so strong that they even cross an
electrified area to reach novel parts of the environment, despite the
absence of any other drives such as hunger, socializing, or exercise
(Nissen, 1930).

Already the ancient Greek myth of Pandora’s box demonstrates
how humans go to great lengths to acquire new information and
even risk adverse outcomes to resolve uncertainty and collect new
information. For example, when presented with some pens of which
some emit an electric shock when pressed, people who do not know
which of the pens are rigged tend to press them more often than
people who do, even though there is no possible positive outcome
associated with pressing the pens (Hsee and Ruan, 2016). Of course,
this curious drive only applies up to a certain point. "One does not
know exactly how it feels putting one’s hand into the meat grinder. However,
one does not want to know." (Schmidhuber, 1991, p.4). Learning usually
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happens from a combination of extrinsic and intrinsic motivations.
We can balance simultaneously seeking new information and trying
to avoid painful events.

Intrinsic motivations such as curiosity may play a crucial role in
a variety of aspects of human cognition. "Behavior [that cannot be suc-
cessfully conceptualized in terms of primary drives] includes visual explo-
ration, grasping, crawling and walking, attention and perception, language
and thinking, exploring novel objects and places, manipulating the surround-
ings, and producing effective changes in the environment. The thesis is then
proposed that all of these behaviors have a common biological significance:
they all form part of the process whereby the animal or child learns to interact
effectively with his environment. (...) Further, it is maintained that compe-
tence cannot be fully acquired simply through behavior instigated by drives.
It receives substantial contributions from activities which, though playful
and exploratory in character, at the same time show direction, selectivity,
and persistence in interacting with the environment. Such activities in the
ultimate service of competence must therefore be conceived to be motivated
in their own right." (White, 1959, p.329).

Pathak et al. (2017) recently demonstrated the effectiveness of cu-
riosity in artificial agents. In the study, the agents learn two dynamics
models of the environment: a forward and an inverse model. They
then use the error of the two models as the reward for the agent’s
policy. The forward model predicts the next state based on the cur-
rent state and the current action. The inverse model learns to infer
the action that was performed between the last state and the current
state. The inverse model’s objective function ensures that the feature
space in which the predictions are made contains action-relevant in-
formation. Therefore, the agent is not infinitely fascinated by random
noise or other unpredictable elements such as leaves blowing in the
wind, fire, or ocean waves (even though to me they are still pretty
captivating to look at).

Learning the dynamics models is a self-supervised process where
the collected experiences are the inputs and labels for learning, and
the model tries to minimize the prediction error. Learning the pol-
icy is done using reinforcement learning, maximizing the reward
obtained from the prediction error. This reward can be sufficient to
learn all sorts of video games without any external reward from the
environment (Burda et al., 2019a). The agent needs to learn how to
progress in the game to satisfy its curiosity since the starting states of
the game quickly become very predictable and boring. This method
is also used in Clay et al. (2021b) in the research section for learning
a model of the world without external rewards.

One problem with this approach is that if action conditioned stochas-
ticity appears, the agent can get stuck in these stages. This is also
called the noisy-TV problem, as it can be tested by adding a TV that
shows a random image whenever the agent presses the remote button.
Since the change of the image is conditioned on the agent’s action but
the image that is shown is inherently unpredictable, this will get the
agent to be stuck in front of the TV screen (Burda et al., 2019a).
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Pathak, Gandhi, and Gupta (2019) offer a solution to this by letting
the agent learn an ensemble of forward dynamics models. They then
take the disagreement between the models as a reward instead of
their prediction errors. The idea is that when the agent is in a novel
state, there will be a high variance between the model predictions,
but when the agent is in a familiar state, all models will predict very
similar things. This setup is able to deal with the noisy TV problem
because, after some learning, all models will predict an average of
the stochastic next states and therefore have little disagreement even
if the prediction error is still relatively high.

Alternatively, novelty can be determined independently of the cur-
rent action and next state. This also avoids the noisy TV problem and
can be easier and faster to learn. Burda et al. (2019b) do this by using
a random feature network to encode the observations. The internal
model then learns to model the features of the current state by try-
ing to match the random feature network. In familiar states, this will
work better than in unfamiliar ones, providing an alternative measure
of novelty that is not based on environment transitions.

An attractive technical advantage of these techniques is that the re-
ward function is now part of the agent’s model and not the environ-
ment anymore. Therefore, errors can be propagated directly through
the dynamics models to the policy, making the need for more sam-
ple inefficient reinforcement learning obsolete. The agent can directly
make use of its knowledge about the environment dynamics to adapt
the policy in a way that novel states are reached, which speeds up
learning significantly (Pathak, Gandhi, and Gupta, 2019).

Combining a curiosity objective with model-based reinforcement
learning can leverage planning to seek out novel states efficiently. The
learned world models can then be used to learn many motor control
tasks in a zero- or few-shot manner (Sekar et al., 2020).

Representations learned in a curious way need no explicit super-
vision and can therefore encompass more general, task-unspecific
knowledge about the properties of the environment. These repre-
sentations that are learned through interaction are better suited to
learn specific tasks with very few labeled examples or supervised
episodes than representations that were acquired without interaction
(Clay et al., 2021b; Du, Gan, and Isola, 2021). Nevertheless, first ex-
periments show that children and curious artificial agents still exhibit
different exploration behavior. Artificial curiosity formulations have
a hard time performing active, efficient, information-seeking exper-
iments and instead revisit randomly found novel states until they
become boring (Kosoy et al., 2020).

Exploration in children is not just random or novelty-seeking but
can also be goal-directed and purposeful (Meder et al., 2021). In free
play, the child can set goals that do not fulfill any extrinsic purpose.
For example, a child might try to jump on one leg from one side of
the room to the other for no other reason than to figure out if it can.
Or it may spontaneously sort blocks by color or try to stack them as
high as possible without expecting a reward for doing so (and even
risking the higher likelihood of the little brother kicking them over).
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Additionally, exploration can be directed at obtaining new informa-
tion. For instance, when unsure about how a particular toy works,
pre-schoolers often design and execute clever experiments that test
different possible hypotheses (Cook, Goodman, and Schulz, 2011).

In reinforcement learning, it can also be advantageous to learn in
a goal-directed way without specifying explicit goals for the agent.
When the agent learns to accomplish an explicit goal, it only starts
learning once it actually reaches the goal, which can, depending on
the goal, be very unlikely with a random initial policy. Instead of man-
ually applying reward shaping, Andrychowicz et al. (2017) propose
a method called hindsight experience replay to learn from all the trials
where the agent did not reach the goal. Here, the agent treats the out-
come of an action sequence as if it was the actual goal (even though it
most likely was not) and updates its policy accordingly. This means
that even though the agent did not intend to end up in this specific
state, it can remember how to get there if this state will ever be a goal
state in the future. This type of learning can be crucial for learning
complex behaviors in sparse reward environments and for learning
more general goal-conditioned policies (Andrychowicz et al., 2017).

With a goal-conditioned policy, goal-setting can also serve as intrin-
sic motivation. Agents with a compositional representation of goals
(e.g., in the form of simple language) can imagine new goals by com-
bining building blocks of known goals, and achieving these self-set
goals can then be the agent’s intrinsic reward (Colas et al., 2020b).
By setting its own goals, the agent can create a learning curriculum
that maximizes learning progress by focussing on goals that are just
challenging enough for its current skill level (Colas et al., 2019).

Combining intrinsic motivation with goal-conditioned reinforcement
learning is part of the new field of developmental machine learning with
many exciting and promising avenues to get artificial agents to learn
more like children (Colas et al., 2020a).

6.2.10 Conclusion

Using deep reinforcement learning to learn with a complete senso-
rimotor loop and to embed perception in an action-oriented context
is a promising step towards more natural learning in ANNs. There
are still many problems with this approach and several promising
research directions working to solve these. However, there is already
a lot of interesting overlap and exchange between several disciplines
under the framework of reinforcement learning, such as neuroscience,
psychology, and developmental robotics.

One specific aspect of learning that I did not explicitly mention
yet and will not look at in the research section is learning in social
contexts. This includes, for example, observational learning (often for-
malized as imitation learning) as well as learning in collaborative and
competitive setups. We are social animals and learn a lot through in-
teraction with others (Gopnik, 2016). Social learning and language
allow us as a species to pass knowledge down through the gener-
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In this dissertation,
I focus on the effect
and the importance
of active learning
through weakly
supervised
interaction.

ations and successively build on it. Passing information from one
mind to another is a highly complex process, including hallmarks
of social intelligence such as theory of mind and considering other’s
mental states when collecting evidence or teaching others (Gweon,
2021). Even subtle social cues such as eye contact and gaze direction
of others play a role in human decision-making (Belkaid et al., 2021).
Research in multi-agent reinforcement learning has shown complex
behaviors, and even artificial languages to emerge but also comes
with its own set of additional problems (Gronauer and Diepold, 2021).
Although this field of social learning in a multi-agent environment is
fascinating and undoubtedly also contributes to the understanding of
human intelligence, it is out of the scope of this dissertation.

In the following research section, I will look at how learning through
embodied interaction impacts what is being learned. First in humans
and then in machines, contrasting classical ANN training to training
ANNs using deep reinforcement learning. Lastly, I also incorporate
artificial curiosity to encourage novelty-seeking exploration and test
the trained embodied agents on a fast-mapping task.

Actively exploring the world seems to be crucial for learning in
brains and may also be for learning in machines. In the words of
Robert W. White: "Man’s huge cortical association areas might have been a
suicidal piece of specialization if they had come without a steady, persistent
inclination toward interacting with the environment." (White, 1959, p.330)
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L E A R N I N G O F S PAT I A L P R O P E RT I E S O F A
L A R G E - S C A L E V I RT U A L C I T Y W I T H A N
I N T E R A C T I V E M A P

Sabine U König, Viviane Clay, Debora Nolte, Laura Duesberg, Nico-
las Kuske, and Peter König (2019). “Learning of spatial properties of a
large-scale virtual city with an interactive map.” In: Frontiers in human
neuroscience 13, p. 240. doi: 10.3389/fnhum.2019.00240
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E Y E T R A C K I N G I N V I RT U A L R E A L I T Y

Viviane Clay, Peter König, and Sabine König (2019). “Eye tracking in
virtual reality.” In: Journal of Eye Movement Research 12.1. issn: 19958692.
doi: 10.16910/jemr.12.1.3.
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I N I M M E R S I V E V I RT U A L R E A L I T Y: C O M PA R I S O N
T O M A P E X P L O R AT I O N

Sabine U. König, Ashima Keshava, Viviane Clay, Kirsten Rittershofer,
Nicolas Kuske, and Peter König (2021). “Embodied Spatial Knowl-
edge Acquisition in Immersive Virtual Reality: Comparison to Map
Exploration.” In: Frontiers in Virtual Reality 2, p. 4. issn: 2673-4192.
doi: 10.3389/frvir.2021.625548.
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R E P R E S E N TAT I O N S T H R O U G H E M B O D I M E N T

Viviane Clay, Peter König, Kai-Uwe Kühnberger, and Gordon Pipa
(2021a). “Learning sparse and meaningful representations through
embodiment.” In: Neural Networks 134, pp. 23–41. doi: 10.1016/j.
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FA S T C O N C E P T M A P P I N G : T H E E M E R G E N C E O F
H U M A N A B I L I T I E S I N A RT I F I C I A L N E U R A L
N E T W O R K S W H E N L E A R N I N G E M B O D I E D A N D
S E L F - S U P E RV I S E D

This chapter is currently only published as a pre-print. The manuscript
has been submitted to IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Ma-
chine Intelligence on February 1st, 2021 and is currently under review
there.

Viviane Clay, Peter König, Gordon Pipa, and Kai-Uwe Kühnberger
(2021b). “Fast Concept Mapping: The Emergence of Human Abili-
ties in Artificial Neural Networks when Learning Embodied and Self-
Supervised.” In: arXiv preprint arXiv:2102.02153
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In the research
presented here, we
look at the effect of
embodiment on
learning, first in
humans and then in
machines.

D I S C U S S I O N

“Your scientists were so preoccupied with whether or not they could,
they didn’t stop to think if they should.”

— Ian Malcolm - Jurassic Parc (Jurassic Parc 1993)

In the research presented here, we first looked at learning in hu-
mans, and the effect of embodiment on the kind of spatial represen-
tations acquired. For this, we devised and tested a new methodology
to let participants learn in a large-scale virtual city and to measure
their body and eye movements inside virtual reality (Clay, König,
and König, 2019). We then used this method for a controlled exper-
iment contrasting embodied spatial navigation to learning from an
interactive map. The results of this experiment are presented in two
papers and demonstrate that learning in the embodied setup indeed
leads to different encodings of spatial knowledge (König et al., 2019;
König et al., 2021).

Next, we tested whether this effect also transfers to artificial neu-
ral networks. To test this, we trained an embodied agent in a sparse
reward, vision-based, 3D maze navigation task. We compared the
learned representations to those acquired from training on images
from the same environment but without embodiment. This included
one self-supervised neural network, learning to reconstruct the input,
and one fully supervised network, classifying objects in the images.
All three networks were identical apart from the task they needed to
solve and, therefore, the output dimensionality and objective function.
The results confirmed again that learning in an embodied and inter-
active way leads to learning significantly different representations,
which are sparser and action-oriented (Clay et al., 2021a).

Representing the world in an action-oriented way makes sense.
There is no evolutionary benefit in representing the world as real-
istically as possible. Instead, we need to represent the world in a way
that helps us act upon it most optimally. If action is disregarded in
models of the brain (even models of sensory processing), this aspect
is left out. Being able to act well within one’s ecological niche is prob-
ably the most substantial evolutionary pressure on all aspects of in-
formation processing in the brain.

In Clay et al. (2021b), we took a closer look at whether the learned
representations may enable capabilities that are difficult to attain for
the non-embodied ANNs. We show that the representations of the
embodied agent can be used to perform fast-mapping and attain
an above chance object detection performance with just one labeled
example, further increasing with every additional example. This is
significantly better than the autoencoder representations and on-par
with the classifier, whose representation was optimized on several
million labeled examples.
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The exact
mechanism

underlying the
emerging sparsity is

still unclear.

Sensorimotor
learning can happen
without any external
supervision by using
intrinsic motivation

such as curiosity.

The studies realism
could be further

increased by
including

multiagent
interactions and

using a more
interactive, dynamic,

life-long learning
environment.

A contributing factor to this astonishing performance could be
that the agent learns very sparse encodings of the visual input, us-
ing much fewer neurons to encode one image than the other two
networks. However, even though we performed many control experi-
ments to exclude other explanations besides the difference in the em-
bodiment, the exact cause for this is still unclear (Clay et al., 2021a).
We tried to keep all other variables constant to isolate the effect of
embodiment. However, some aspects necessarily come with it, such
as learning from non-i.i.d data. It may be that the sparsity originates
from a detailed aspect of the mechanics of reinforcement learning
or from the uninformative, sometimes contradicting, learning signal
and not from the embodiment itself. Nevertheless, noisy, uninforma-
tive learning signals and a dynamic data distribution would also be
aspects of human learning and still support the claim that making
the learning setup more natural leads to learning different represen-
tations and skills.

Finally, in Clay et al. (2021b) we demonstrated that these sparse
and meaningful representations can be learned without any exter-
nal supervision. For this, we used curiosity as intrinsic motivation as
described in Pathak et al. (2017). We, therefore, show that a useful
encoding of high dimensional visual input can be learned end-to-end
embedded in a sensorimotor system, simply through curious interac-
tion with the world.

Overall, the publications presented here show that learning envi-
ronment matters, and particularly that embodied, sensorimotor learn-
ing leads to learning different representations of the environment
than the classical fully-supervised learning setup on static images.

Interesting further investigations could include looking at the role
of language and social interaction in learning. For instance, does it
help an agent to learn names for objects to conceptualize the world
better and represent it more efficiently? Does action shape the repre-
sentation of communicable concepts? Moreover, how does communi-
cation with other agents shape their representations of the world?

Additionally, one aspect that was quite unnatural in the last two
studies is that the agent learns in an episodic environment. This
means that the environment resets, and the agent starts from the start
state again after every few thousand steps. This is in strong contrast
to the kind of life-long learning that takes place in brains. Also, even
though the environment we used involved some random variations
in looks and floor plan, it remains relatively stable and constant. The
real world is constantly changing, and so are the bodies of children
who explore it, such that there can be much more dynamic change in
the data distribution over a lifetime. To deal with a complex, ever-
changing world, additional mechanisms such as model-based and
meta reinforcement learning may be required (Clavera et al., 2018).

Furthermore, our studies focused on learning navigation behavior.
Of course, there are many other important behaviors such as interac-
tion with objects and tool use that require a different range of cogni-
tive functions and motor abilities. The RL agent in our studies learned
with a limited set of discrete actions in a world that contained few ob-
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The level of
computation is, of
course, not the only
relevant level to
understand
information
processing.

There are still many
open questions on all
levels of information
processing that can
be investigated in
the brain and in
artificial agents.

jects that could be manipulated. Learning behaviors for the complex,
continuous action spaces that humans have is extremely challenging
and may require hierarchical representations of action routines or sub-
goals to be solved efficiently (Botvinick, 2012). An agent learning in
a complex environment with more interactable objects would likely
learn different, more object-centric representations than an agent pri-
marily optimized for efficient navigation.

All these aspects of biological plausibility and levels of implement-
ing artificial intelligence listed in the introduction beg the question:
Which are the most critical aspects that should be focused on?

Even though in this thesis I make a case for the computational
aspects, such as the environment and objective function, I would
not say that those are the only essential elements. I have tried to
argue that already changing the learning setup to more interactive
and open-ended learning can lead to vastly different representations
of the world (Clay et al., 2021a,b) and some research suggest that
remarkable capabilities can emerge from such a setup (Team et al.,
2021). However, making the learning environment more natural can
only help up to a certain point. To achieve human-like multi-task and
transfer learning capabilities that use a robust understanding of the
world to generalize quickly and efficiently, adjustments on the level
of representation, algorithm, and hardware implementation that sup-
port better learning of causality and compositionality with stronger
inductive biases for such tasks will most likely be required.

Alternatively, evolutionary methods could be used instead of human-
engineered solutions to find good inductive biases for learning in
a complex world. Of course, we can try to copy the solutions that
billions of years of evolution came up with. However, since we still
lack a comprehensive understanding of many of them, it may be a
suitable alternative to simulate evolution instead. Khadka and Tumer
(2018) show that the combination of inheriting and optimizing good
starting conditions across generations through evolution and learning
through experience within an individual’s lifetime using reinforce-
ment learning can be better than either method on its own.

Even within the computational level, many remaining open ques-
tions make it difficult to move towards more "brain-like" learning
in ANNs. For instance, what is the brain’s objective function? How
much of the learning in brains is supervised, semi-supervised and un-
supervised? Also, more broadly across the three levels, big questions
remain open. For example, how much knowledge and skill is already
hardwired present at birth and optimized through evolution? What
is the role of sleep? How does attention influence cognition and learn-
ing? And, is attention an essential feature or just a biologically neces-
sary efficiency constraint? These and many more open questions are
all fascinating steps towards a better understanding of cognition and
learning. Answers to them will further both the fields of neuroscience
and psychology as well as artificial intelligence.

The road to human-like intelligence is long, and, as table 1 shows,
there are still many differences to current biologically motivated so-
lutions. Artificial neural networks are a helpful tool and an exciting
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Building more
capable AI systems

can help us better
understand our own

intelligence.

step towards a model of the brain, but this goes only up to a certain
point, as many of their pitfalls show. Moving further towards creating
an intelligence similar to ours will most likely involve looking closer
at all of the levels of information processing in the brain. Adjusting
the computational tasks that need to be solved, for instance, by using
new benchmarks, can guide the search for better implementations on
the lower levels.

In the end, this line of research is not just aiming at building more
powerful machines but also at understanding some of the many open
questions about the workings of our brain. Studying this AI frame-
work can help us understand human learning and cognition better
(Richards et al., 2019). If we can build intelligent machines that can
achieve similar tasks as we can, we will be one step closer to under-
standing our own intelligence. Finding answers to the big mysteries
of who we are and how we learn and think the way we do is my main
motivation to study this. Whether it is the right path, only time can
tell.
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Learning
environment and
task are always
reflected in the
learned knowledge of
a model.

Disregarding
dynamic,
sensorimotor, and
weakly supervised
learning in AI
systems leaves out
important aspects of
our cognition.

C O N C L U S I O N

“Nothing is written.”

— T.E. Lawrence - Lawrence of Arabia (Lawrence of Arabia 1962)

Throughout the past years, one principle has emerged over and
over in my research: What a model learns is a reflection of the task
and environment in which it learns. This seems intuitive by itself,
but the implications of it can be far-reaching. It means that if we
want to understand cognition and our brains, we need to understand
the tasks that need to be solved. Moreover, if we want our artificial
models to learn brain-like representations, we need to let them learn
tasks that brains need to solve.

This insight is not reflected in many of the current machine learn-
ing benchmarks. The collections of static, labeled images for com-
puter vision benchmarks are vastly different from the dynamically
sampled visual inputs to a brain. Without interaction, AI cannot ac-
tively sample the world or observe how physical objects behave, which
means they lack crucial aspects of our cognition. Understanding the
brain apart from the environment it is situated in may be impossible.

Throughout this dissertation, I make the case that brains are senso-
rimotor learning systems, and if we want to model them, our mod-
els should be as well. Learning through interaction and embodiment
affects what is being learned. I presented research that shows that
making learning more natural can improve robustness, generaliza-
tion, efficiency, and performance. Overall, the effect that tasks have
on learning, skills, and the representations of reality can not be dis-
counted and are crucial in any model of learning and cognition.
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A
D ATA F R O M N E U R A L N E T W O R K T R A I N I N G I N
T H E O B S TA C L E T O W E R E N V I R O N M E N T T O
I N V E S T I G AT E E M B O D I E D , W E A K LY S U P E RV I S E D
L E A R N I N G

The following is the description of a published dataset on the Mende-
ley Data repository. The dataset won the Mendeley FAIRest Dataset
Award.

Viviane Clay (2020). “Data from Neural Network Training in the
Obstacle Tower Environment to Investigate Embodied, Weakly Su-
pervised Learning.” In: Mendeley Data. doi: 10.17632/ZDH4D5WS2Z.2
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description

This repository presents data collected to investigate the role of em-
bodiment and supervision in learning. This is done inside a simulated
3D maze world with a navigation task using mainly visual input in
the form of RGB images. The main contribution of this data repository
is to provide a network model trained in this environment with weak
supervision and a closed loop between action and perception. Addi-
tionally, control networks are provided which were trained with vary-
ing degrees of supervision and embodiment. In the corresponding
paper [1] the representations of these networks are compared based
on sparsity measures and well as content of the encodings and the
possibility to extract semantic labels. For the training of the control
conditions several new data sets were created which are also included
here. They contain a collection of images from the simulated world
with corresponding semantic labels (hand labeled). Overall, they pro-
vide a good basis for further analysis and a more in-depth investi-
gation of representation learning and the effect of embodiment and
supervision on representations.

steps to reproduce

Data was generated through a 3D simulation of a maze environment
called Obstacle Tower. The data of interest are the trained neural net-
work weights and the networks activations corresponding with differ-
ent input frames. Three main networks were trained. A reinforcement
learning agent which trained through interaction with the simulated
environment, an autoencoder trained to reconstruct images collected
by the agent and a classifier, trained to classify objects in the images.
Exact training and testing conditions, hyperparameter and network
structure are provided in the corresponding paper.

For the training of the reinforcement learning agent the Unity ml-
agents toolkit PPO implementation is used with small modifications
for extra data collection and control experiments. The code we used
can be found here: https://github.com/vkakerbeck/ml-agents-dev.
Model checkpoint files are saved for different points in training but
mostly the final version of the network is analysed in the correspond-
ing paper [1]. The autoencoder and classifier are trained using Python
with TensorFlow and Keras. The corresponding code can be found
here: https://github.com/vkakerbeck/Learning-World-Representati
ons/tree/master/DataAnalysis. The data also contains activations in
the hidden layer of the network corresponding to 4000 test images
for all three networks. Code for this can be found in the same GitHub
repository. The datasets used for training the autoencoder and clas-
sifier were created by collecting observations in the Obstacle Tower
environment using the trained agent. These observations were then
labelled automatically, and the labels were cross checked by hand.

A Description of the individual files is included in the data folder
(Description.txt). Due to storage constraints not all model checkpoint
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files used to create figure 6 of the paper could be uploaded. However,
feel free to contact me (vkakerbeck[at]uos.de) if you are intrested in
these detailed checkpoint files of the controll runs and I will make
them available to you.

[1] Clay, V., König, P., Kühnberger, K.-U. & Pipa, G. Learning sparse
and meaningful representations through embodiment. Neural Net-
works (2020). http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/
S0893608020303890.

dataset metrics

(Recorded on October 15th 2021)
Views: 379

Downloads: 29

Tweets: 1

Categories: Artificial Neural Networks, Reinforcement Learning, Cog-
nitive Science, Cognitive Representation
Version 1 Published: 10 August 2020

Version 2 Published: 5 December 2020
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O F A RT I S T I C S T Y L E S

This publication did non thematically fit into the dissertation and is
therefor only included for completeness in the appendix.

Viviane Clay, Johannes Schrumpf, Yannick Tessenow, Helmut Leder,
Ulrich Ansorge, and Peter König (2020). “A quantitative analysis of
the taxonomy of artistic styles.” In: Journal of Eye Movement Research
13.2. doi: 10.16910/jemr.13.2.5
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